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Disclaimer

While this report addresses a number of legal concepts it is not meant to be a legal document and does
not bind any participant in these discussions to any legal position or interpretation Instead this report is
a working document developed by amultidisciplinary group that expresses general views organizes
issues and offers a process for the development of cooperative solutions to the problem of the timely
acquisition of the water needed to recover the endangered Colorado River fishes

Definition

Unless a more specific term is used in this report the terms water acquisition acquisition of water
acquisition of an instream flow right protection of instream flows or flows flow protection or
instream flow protection protecting flows or legal protection of flows refer to one or more of the
strategies listed in Table3421 of this report to be pursued in accordance with Colorado water law and
the procedures of the Colorado Water Conservation Board including appropriation acquisition and
conversion of existing rights and modification of federal reservoir operations



Executive Summary

There are four endangered fish species in the Upper Colorado River the bonytail chub the

Colorado squawfish the humpback chub and the razorback sucker Habitat management is one

of five elements of the Recovery Implementation Program for Endangered Fish Species in the

Upper Colorado River Basin RIP which is a cooperative effort by the US Fish and Wildlife

Service the US Bureau of Reclamation the states of Colorado Wyoming and Utah and water

development and environmental groups to recover these endangered fishes while water

development in the Upper Colorado River Basin proceeds This element includes the acquisition

of water for endangered fish habitat In the State of Colorado such acquisition will proceed in

accordance with Colorado state water law and the procedures of the Colorado Water Conservation

Board CWCB While one group under the RIP is concerned with developing agreements on

technicalbiological issues based upon a best science approach another group was asked to

identify and address the legal institutional and policy issues associated with the acquisition0f

water for endangered fish habitat in the State of Colorado This adhoc group came to be known as

GURU II To facilitate its deliberations GURU II retained the services of the Center for Public

Private Sector Cooperation CPPSC in association with the Graduate School of Public Affairs at

the University of Colorado at Denver

Process The process by which GURU II worked can generally be described as a

facilitated policy implementation dialogue Essentially a given set of stakeholders were charged

with identifying and addressing institutional legal and policy issues related to the instream flow

needs of the endangered fish species

The process entailed the use of trained facilitators and a knowledgeable expert to keep the

group focused and to provide the structure within which disagreement could be contained until

agreements were reached Briefly the structure provided by the facilitators included moving from

underlying premises fish recovery and water development together and goals to criteria and



eventually evaluation and recommendations Steps included group design of groundrules

articulation of desired outcomes of the process and each meeting and the design of timed agendas

to achieve those outcomes

The process was designed to allow al stakeholders to participate fully in the transition from

a somewhat adversarial model of interaction to a more problemdefining and solving model using

collaborative and consensusbaseddecisionmaking At critical junctures the facilitation and

consulting team also provided skillbuilding interventions in conflict management and collaborative

problem solving The process promoted success of the endeavor by providing an environment

within which both substantive disagreements and communication issues could be addressed and

resolved

Substazce An important early step in the groups progress was to identify and achieve

consensus on the priority issues The group organized substantive issues into four action

categories

Category 1 Critical necessary to work on now although ultimate resolution may or

may not be within the purview of GURU II

Category II Work on Next although work may already be in progress by some

GURU II members or other RIP parties

Category III Work on Later longterm issues not susceptible to immediate resolution

Category IV Nonissues at least at this time

The group then categorized the issues as follows

Category I a Uncertainties in Flow Recommendations
b CWCB Discretion When No DirectFlowPopulation Causal Linkage

Can Be Demonstrated

c Interim Instream Flow Rights
d Impact of the Legal Protection of the Flows Needed for Recovery on

Colorados Ability to Develop its Compact Apportionments
e Sufficient Progress As Possible Impediment to Protecting Flows
f Lack of Grassroots Constituency Support Within Agencies and Among

Public

Category II a Previous CWCB Decisions
b Physically and Legally Available Requirement



c No Material Injury Rule

d Conditional Rights
e Subordination of USFWS Instream Flow Rights
fJ Conditional to Absolute Instream Flow Conversions

g Leases for Instream Flow

h Decrees and Instream Flow Releases

i Salvaged and Saved Water

j Institutional Responses to Uncertainty

Category III a Minimum RequirementsReasonablebegree
b Distinctions Between Instream and Consumptive Use Rights
c Condemnation

d Variability in Instream Flow Right Definitions
e RIP and Other Fishery Needs

The group then focused its efforts on two of the Category I issues I The Impact of the Legal

Protection of Instream Flows on Colorados Ability to Develop its Apportionment under the 1922

Colorado River Compact and the 1948 Upper Colorado River Compact and 2 Interim Instream

Flow Rights expanded to include other water acquisition strategies Regarding the compact issue

GURU II members adopted the following fourstep process for addressing possible conflicts

between Compact apportionment and endangered fish needs

Step 1 Quantification of Colorados compact apportionment on a streamby stream basis

Step 2 Interim Instream Flow Protection Possibilities

Step 3 Determination of Potential Conflicts

Step 4 JuniperCross Conversion Determination

The derivation of strategies for water acquisition and their application to specific water

resource allocation situations in Colorado was atwostep process The first step was to identify

various strategies generically and the second was to determine during what seasons of the year

each of these strategies should be applied on what rivers in Colorado Listed below are the various

generic strategies identified by the group

1 Establishment of an Absolute Junior Water Right
2 Establishment of a Interim Instream Water Right
3 Establishment of Combined Absolute and Interim Water Right
4 Acquisition of an Existing Absolute Water Right
5 Acquisition of an Existing Conditional Water Right
6 Nonfederal Rights to Reservoir Storage
7 ReservoirReoperation
8 Salvage Water

At its last facilitated session in July of 1992 GURU II members determined which of the



strategies enumerated above should be applied to the various rivers in Colorado when during a

given year they may be needed and over what period of time they should be

applied The results of this collaborative effort appear at pages314 through317 of the full

report These recommendations should be taken to the Water Acquisition Committee of the RIP

and back to the participants respective agencies for comments and agreement It is crucial that the

GURU II participants maintain a sense of cohesion as they present their work Finally the GURU

II group needs to follow through on its agreement to meet in at the beginning of 1993 to reinforce

its internal commitments develop next steps on Category I issues and determine what if any

steps need to be taken on Category II and II issues

IV



GURU II DIRECTORY OF DOCUMENTS

Date Authors Description

1012491 Wigington Restatement of Issues for Guru II

1029191 Pitts Revised Proposal for Policy Analysis Guru II

102991 Guru II Preliminary List of Potential Impediments to

Appropriation Lease Acquisition andor

Protection of Instream Flows for Endangered
Species Original issues statement by Guru II members

11792 Evans Endangered Fish Recovery Memo to Walker Olson
and Danielson regarding rationale for and organization of

Guru II

228192 Guru II Preliminary List of Potential Impediments to

Appropriation Lease Acquisition andor

Protection of Instream Flows for Endangered Species
Redraft Issues statement by Guru II members used at

outset of 2128192 plenary dialogue

22892 CPPSC Group Memory Plenary Dialogue 1 Process

agreements Initiation ofrewording of issues

4692 CPPSC Group Memory Plenary Dialogue 2 Issue sorting
triage of228192 Preliminary List into four categories
Reformulationrecharacterization of issue questions from

binary Is questions to consensual actionoriented How

toHow can questions

412892 CPPSC Memorandum to Guru II participants CPPSC

facilitation team statement of suggested next steps in Guru

II process

412892 CPPSC Priority List of Impediments by Category Sorted list of

issues accompanied by action steps to be taken re category
Iie top priority issues

42892 CPPSC Preliminary List of Potential Impediments to

Appropriation Lease Acquisition andor Protection of

Instream Flows for Endangered Species Redraft
Issues statement by Guru II members of22892 sorted

by action category

51992 Jencsok Discussion of Interim Flow Concepts Memo to Evans

Kuhn Pitts Weiss and Caskey

52692 Guru II Agenda Interim Flow Concepts Discussion Meeting
June 4 1992
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Authors Descriptioa
52692

6192

Guru II Options for Interim Flow Protection Discussion of

various means of providing interim flow protection
uncertainties questions

CPPSC Group Memory Plenary Dialogue 3 Clarification of

process rules governing future interaction of Guru II

participants Identification of criteria for evaluating action

options on problem categories Enumeration of next

action steps

6592 CPPSC Draft Restatement of Residual Category iI Issues

71092 Wigington Summary statement of objectives and issues for next

plenary dialogue based on7192 meeting among

Wigington Evans Jencsok Uppendahl Hamill Green
and Smith

714192 UppendahllSmith Discussion Paper on Value of Junior Instream Flow

Water Rights to the Recovery Program

72092 CPPSC Group Memory Plenary Dialogue 4 Rankordering
of water rights categories and water acquisition strategies
Matching of rights and strategies to specific rivers in

Colorado during specific seasons of the water year

72092 Guru II Edited and Approved Version of UppendahlSmith memo

of 71492

91892 Pitts Proposal for Resolving Uncertainty Issues Associated

with Instream Flow Appropriations in Colorado

VI



1 INTRODUCTION

ll Historical Context

One of the great paradoxes among several notable ones in the history of western water law

and policy is that it is characterized both by intense levels of conflict and by remarkable episodes of

cooperation Further both of these modes of interaction have been played out from the smallest to

the grandest of scales from disputes among nineteenth century miners on the same mountain

stream which gave rise to the prior appropriation system to interstate disputes involving entire

river basins and millions of acrefeet of water that resulted in compacts allocating water among

states

When negotiators from seven western states assembled in Santa Fe in 1922 to craft the

Colorado River Compact they were impelled by a common understanding that the alternative to

agreement was grim indeed water rights litigation of unprecedented scope complexity expense

and duration Upon refusing to ratify the Compact the state of Arizona did indeed spend much of

the next halfcentury seeking to establish its rights against California and Nevada in court while

the upper Colorado River Basin states divided waters allocated to the upper half of the river

peaceably among themselves in 1948

It was in the spirit of these Colorado River compacts that representatives of the states of

Colorado Utah and Wyoming water user groups environmental organizations and the US

Department of the Interior in 1988 reached agreement on how the Endangered Species Act should

be implemented in the Upper Colorado River Basin with respect to the endangered fish species

Their agreement took the form of the Recovery Implementation Programfor Endangered Fish

Species in the Upper Colorado River Basin US Fish Wildlife Service92987 the purpose

of which was to recover the endangered fish species in the Upper Colorado River Basin while

water development proceeds in the Upper Basin The endangered species include the Colorado

11



squawfish the bonytail chub the humpback chub and the razorback sucker

12 Instream Flow Issues

One aspect of the Recovery Implementation Program RIP is the acquisition water in

accordance with Colorado state water law and the procedures of the Colorado Water Conservation

Board The Recovery Programs Water Acquisition Committee established amultidisciplinary

subcommittee to identify and address the legal institutional and policy issues associated with the

acquisition of water and water rights for endangered fish Evans11792 The original intent of

the subcommittee was to identify any impediments and find an expert or Guru to develop

strategies to overcome the impediments The subcommittee soon realized the expert was the

group sitting around their table Hence the subcommittee came to be known as GURU II A

separate committee was given the charge of addressing technicalbiological issues associated with

instream slows and came to be known as GURU I

13 The Facilitation Team and Its Charge

Facing this subcommittee was the same historical and contemporary paradox described

above the need to implement a vitally important agreement on how to recover the endangered

fishes while water development within the Upper Colorado River Basin proceedsvithin the

context of existing allocative procedures and institutions This dilemma as well as its agreed upon

resolution the RIP requires a high level of cooperation outside of the judicial process To aid in

establishing a cooperave process and to expedite its implementation the subcommittee retained

the services of a facilitation team based in the Center for PublicPrivate Sector Cooperation in

association with the Graduate School of Public Affairs at the University of Colorado at Denver

Throughout this report citations to supporting documentation all of which is in the Documents
Appendix are in parentheses by author and date they also rrespond to the Directory of Documents appearing
just after the Table of Contents in this report

12



resumes in Documents Appendix

One of the teams agreedupon tasks was to prepare a brief report containing a chronology

of major activities Table 14 below GURU IIs organizational structure and the rules it adopted

governing the process of its deliberations Chapter 2 the consensus it was able to achieve on

selected matters of substance Chapter 3 and the facilitation teamsobservations and

recommendations regarding processes for maintaining cooperationbased momentum in the future

fulfillment of the Recovery Implementation Program This document represents the facilitation

teams discharge of that responsibility

13



Date 1992

February 21

February 28

April 6

June 1

July 1

July 20

September 15

Table 14 Chronology of Events

Meeting Type Meeting Purpose

Subgroup Orientation of facilitators to GURU II background
and purpose

Plenary Agree on groundrules

Develop issuesimpediment list

Agree on next steps

Plenary Refine issuesimpediment list

Agree on priority issues

Develop and agree on next steps

Plenary Understand time frame for compact questions

Brainstorm options for instream flow protection

Develop next steps for uncertainty issues

Subgroup Develop option for instream flow protection

Plenary Agree on strategies and priorities for instream flow

protection

Subgroup Agree on report outline and objectives

14



2 The Evolution of Process

The process followed by GURU II in its deliberations can generally be described as a

facilitated policy implementation dialogue At its outset GURU II working through the National

Fish and Wildlife Foundation in Washington DC solicited a proposal from the Center for the

Improvement of Public Management of the University of Colorado at Denvers Graduate School of

Public Affairs to facilitate initial discussions

Facilitated meetings of the committee began in February 1992 and concluded in July 1992

A total of four plenary GURU II meetings were held during this period all of which were facilitated

by professionals from the Center for the Improvement of Public Management

21 Group Membership

The stakeholder membership of the GURU II committee which was constituted before

facilitators were retained included the following

John Hamill
Fish Wildlife Enhancement
US Fish and Wildlife Service

Bob Green
Water Resources
US Fish and Wildlife Service

Larry Shanks

Endangered Species
US Fish and Wildlife Service

Peter Evans

Legal Counsel
Colorado Department of Natural Resources

Hal Simpson
State Engineer Division of Water Resources
Colorado Department of Natural Resources

21



Eddie Kochman Jay Skinner and Grady McNeil
Division of Wildlife
Colorado Department of Natural Resources

Tom Pitts

Representing Upper Basin Water Users
Tom Pitts Associates Consulting Engineers
Loveland Colorado

Gene Jencsok
Colorado Water Conservation Board
Colorado Department of Natural Resources

Margot Zallen

Attorney
Regional Solicitors Office
US Department of Interior

Robert Wigington
Western Water Attorney
The Nature Conservancy

Eric Kuhn
Assistant Secretary Engineer
Colorado River Water Conservation District

Wendy Weiss
Assistant Attorney General
State of Colorado

22 Facilitation Team

In contemplating its role in assisting GURU II the Center for PublicPrivate Sector

Cooperation committed two experienced facilitators Kenneth H Torp and Lisa Cazlson

Additionally the Center retained the services of Professor Lloyd Burton of the Graduate School of

Public Affairs Dr Burton is a nationally recognized expert in the field of environmental law and

dispute resolution While Mr Torp and Ms Carlson provided professional and substantively

neutral facilitation services Dr Burton helped focus GURU II on the substantive issues

developed process interventions that maintained momentum and provided neutral re

characterization of particulazly contentious issues

22



23 Process Development

In general the process that GURU II developed and followed during its deliberations

approximated a classic problem solving model with some adaptations designed to meet the specific

requirements of the GURU II objectives

231 Initial Steps As a first step in the process the GURU II participants developed a set of

groundrules or operating procedures that were observed and policed by the group and the

facilitators during all meetings The GURU II groundrules were

1 Principals only no substitutes
2 Attend all meetings
3 Be candid Be tough on the issues and easy on the people
4 Dont recycle conflicts

5 One participant speaks at a time Others listen

6 No recording machines and no telephone intemaptions

As GURU IIs deliberations unfolded the group added an additional groundrule under

which participants would communicate as early as possible on emerging and important issues to

enhance trust and diffuse conflict Specifically the group agreed that important issues would be

surfaced at GURU II meetings or directly with group members before any reactive steps were

initiated

An initial survey of participant expectations was informally conducted to assure that there

was agreement on the desired outcomes and purpose of GURU II This also permitted the

facilitators to design agendas that would achieve the groups desired outcomes

Another initial process step was toreacknowledge the premises for the RIP as the recovery

of the endangered fishes while water development in the Upper Colorado River Basin proceeds

That ideal vision was predicated upon the GURU IIs understanding that an agreement would

require a timely balancing of the competing claims of endangered fish species and other users of

the Colorado and Yampa river waters Some GURU II participants ultimately referred in short

23



hand to these premises as Happy fish and happy people

A formal analysis was also conducted to delineate those factors that would assist in

achieving the underlying premises for the RIP and those that would make it difficult This allowed

the group to articulate the challenges and to gain some confidence that there were sufficient forces

working in their favor to succeed

232 Later Developments The balance of the process which to some extent is

detailed in the following section of this report entailed the following steps

a Inventory a preliminary list of potential impediments to appropriation lease
acquisition andor protection of instream flows for endangered species

b Sort and classify the above list into four categories see section321 of

Chapter 3

Category I Those that are critical and can be addressed

Category II Those that are important and should be addressed next or
are already in progress in some other dialogue or venue

Category III Those that are longterm problems that will be tackled later

Category IV Nonissues that can be disposed of immediately

The Category I issues were then divided into subcategories and issues were translated into

solvable problemsie conflict statements werereformulated into how to questions This then

allowed the group to make the transition from participants in a conflict into collaborators in a

problem solving project

Once the Category I issues were translated into problem descriptions the group was able to

employ a typical problem solving model that began with the generation of options and the

enumeration of evaluation criteria through to application of criteria and agreement on recommended

solutions

Observations on the process employed in this project are contained in Chapter 4 of this

report
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3 SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES
ANALYSIS AND ACTION

31 Overview

For simplicitys sake this report has been organized into chapters on process and

substance with the previous chapter emphasizing primarily the evolution of rules by which the

group agreed to govern itself how it approached analysis of the substantive issues before it and

what guidelines should inform its deliberations in the future In contrast this chapter describes

the substance of Guru II deliberations However process and substance are inextricably
intertwined and the following description of substantive developments will necessarily overlap
in a review of process as well

Among the more significant events in the analysis of and action on issues of substance

during the spring and summer of 1992 were Guru IIs rankordering of issues in terms of their

importance and the immediacy with which they should be addressed the derivation of a process

for addressing issues related to the Colorado River compacts and the identification of river

specific water acquisition strategies for endangered fish habitat Action taken in each of these

three areas is described below supported as appropriate by reference to items in the Directory of

Documents at the beginning of this report

32 Ranking of Substantive Issues

321 Category Definitions An important early step in Guru IIs progress and the

subject of significant effort at its first plenary meeting in February of 1992 was achieving a

threshold level of consensus on the question of which issues were most in need of immediate

attention and action Earlier efforts at doing this had already been made by individual group

membersegWigington 102491 An expanded version of this early issues statement was

prepared immediately thereafter in keeping with the decision format followed by the Colorado
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Water Conservation Board Guru II 1012991 It was this document that provided the basis for

categorical rankordering by the group at its first plenary dialogue

Using this issues list the group resolved to organize it into four action categories as

follows

Category I Critical necessary to work on now although ultimate resolution may or may not

be within the purview of GURU II

Category II Work on Next although work may already be in progress by some GURU II

members or other RIP parties

Category III Work on Later longterm issues not susceptible to immediate resolution

Category IVNonissues at least at this time

The group performed an initial sorting of substantive issues by these categories

at the February plenary meeting Upon circulation of the group memory record to Guru II

members subsequent to the meeting and further refinementcorrection of the sorting record the

following categorical issues sort emerged from the group restated not as impediments to RIP

success but asactionoriented questions on problems that may need to be solved in order for that

success to occur CPPSC 412892

3221 Category I Work on First

Uncertainties in Flow Recommendations How can the Colorado Water

Conservation Board CWCB address the uncertainties in the quantity of flow

recommendationseg use of professional judgment when cause and effect

relationships are imprecise or poorly understood application of methodologies

that yield uncertain results application of different methodologies for different

river reaches consistency of methodologies In so doing how can the CWCB
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address the necessity of simultaneously and successfully interpreting biological

and engineering technical data

CWCB Discretion When FlowPopulation Causal Linkage Is

Uncertain How much latitude does the CWCB have in addressing situations

in which it is not feasible to establish relationships between flow fish population

and habitat In working with these situations how should the Board

simultaneously and fairly interpret both biological and engineering technical data

Interim Instream Flow Rights How should stakeholders

explore the possibility of acquiring interim instream flow rights

subject to future review and refinement based on new data In so

doing the following issues must be addressed A Would interim

flow rights adequately protect habitat until uncertainties are

resolved B Can USFWS rely on interim flows in issuing its

biological opinions This issue is subsumable under the broader

questions of CWCB discretion raised above

Impact of Instream Flow Protection on Colorados Ability to

Develop its Compact Apportionment How should stakeholders address a

variety of potential conflict areas between the protection of instream flows for the

endangered fishes and Colorados ability to develop its compact apportionment

including

A timely streambystream identification of Colorados compact apportionments

B instream flow protection for fish habitat pending quantification of the stream

specific streamspecific compact apportionment
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C possible conflict between Colorados ability to develop its compact

apportionment and the preservation of fish habitat in the 15mile reach of the

Colorado River and the Yampa River and

D possible conflict between Colorados ability to develop its compact

apportionment and conversion of JuniperCross Mountain rights to instream flow

rights

Sufficient Progress As Possible Impediment to Protecting Flows

Can flows be protected in timely enough manner to allow planning and work on

water projects to go forward Can recovery goals be sufficiently defined to allow

for more timely sufficient progress decision making

Lack of Grassroots Constituency Support Within Agencies and

Among Public How can stakeholders build sufficient support among

government agency personnel and among affected publics to ensure that RIP

performance is effective efficient and expeditious

3222 Category II Work on Next

Previous CWCB Decisions How should stakeholders resolve situations in

which precedent established in previous decisionseg Blue River case or

conditional water rights policies may create a barrier to protecting flows for fish

population recovery

Physically and Legally Available Requirement How should

stakeholders and the CWCB address the impact of this requirement or the method

of its determination on the protection of instream flows
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No Material Injury Requirement How should stakeholders and the

CWCB address this requirement in the protection of instream flows

Conditional Rights How should stakeholders and the CWCB address the

impact of conditional rights on findings of physical and legal availability of

water

Subordination of USFWS Instream Flow Rights In conversion of

absolute rights to instream flow rights for fish recovery how can the

subordination of such instream flow rights to junior be addressed

Conditional to Absolute Instream Flow Conversions How should the

allowability or lack thereof of such conversions of water rights under Colorado

law be determined

Leases for Instream Flow Under what circumstances will the CWCB be a

party to the lease of water storage or direct flow for instream flow protection

Decrees and Instream Flow Releases When does a water right decree

allow for a release of stored water for instream use to be protected from

diversion Must the CWCB hold some interest in the storage release to protect it

from diversion

35



Salvaged aizd Saved Water Can salvaged and saved water from projects in

the Grand Valley be used for the RIP Are there state law or other institutional

impediments to this practice and if so how should stakeholders address them

Institutional Responses to Uncertainty If it does not become technically
or biologically feasible to establish a precise or certain relationship between

instream flows and protection of habitat for fish recovery how should

stakeholders anticipate and prepare for the response of other agencies eg

Bureau of Recreation and parties to the RIP

3223 Category III LozgTerm Work on Later May Become
NonIssues

Minimum RequiremeztsReasonable Degree Is state statutory language

regarding minimumstream flows to preserve the natural environment to a

reasonable degree inconsistent with instream flows needed for fish recoveryie

is this a less exacting standard than federal law might require and if so how

should stakeholders respond

Distinctions Between Instream azd Consumptive Use Rights Do the

differences in legal criteria and procedures for acquisition of instream and non

instream water rights give a higher value to the latter and if so does this thwart

RIP goals

Condemnation Does the prohibition on condemnation present an impediment to

protecting instream flows and if so how should stakeholders address the issue
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Variability in Instream Flow Right Definitions How can an instream

flow right that varies annually and instantaneously be described quantified and

acquired under state law

RIP and Other Fishery Needs How should the CWCB accommodate other

fishery needs eg sports fisheries with RIP requirements

3224 Category IV NonIssues

Compact Delivery Obligation on the Yampa River Does this obligation

prohibit dedication of the senior Juniper water rights to instream flow protection

Orchard Mesa Check Does the operation of Orchard Mesa check present an

impediment to the protection of instream flows for the benefit of the fish

323 Narrowing tlae Focus for Subsequent Action Once this important

categorization task had been completed the group recognized that on the one hand it had defined

an action agenda that it would obviously take several years to complete but that on the other if the

forward momentum in collaborative problem solving that had been established by the above

process was to be maintained it would be necessary to begin to take concrete steps toward the

resolution of at least some of the high priority issues Accordingly the group determined that it

would next 1 derive anagreedupon process for addressing Colorado River Compact issues as

noted above and 2 recommend water acquisition strategies on ariverspecific basis for the

provision of interim and longterm instream flows for endangered fish habitat protection
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33 Process for Addressing Compact Issues

One of the great difficulties Guru II knew it was facing was that many of the decisions or

recommendations it might make with regard to a specific CWCB decision or federal directive

would inevitably have an effect on much broaderscale water rights issues such as Colorados

ability to develop its compact apportionment and that conversely longterm settlement of currently

unresolved compact issues will inevitably have some impact on the ultimate success of the RIP

However the group also recognized the practical impossibility of waiting for longterm resolution

of major compact issues before addressing the problems before them The remaining question for

the group was What do we do in the meantime

The groups answer to that question was to adopt the following fourstep process for

addressing potential conflicts between full compact development and instream flows needed for

endangered fish

331 Steps for the Resolrtion of Conflicts Between Compact Development
and Instream Flow Protection for Endangered Fish

Step 1 Quantification Identify Colorados compact apportionment on

streambystream basis as well as its any streamspecific delivery

requirements that may exist

Step 2 Interim Instream Flow Protection Possibilities Until

Step 1 is completed identify what instream flow protection is possible

There is a concern that instream water rights secured under the Recovery

Program will implicitly allocate compact apportionment flows among

tributaries
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Step 3 Determinatioa of Potential Conflicts When Step 1 is

completed determine whether full development of Colorados compact

apportionments presents a conflict with the protection of instream flows for

the benefit of fish in the 15mile Reach and the Yampa

Step 4 JuniperCross Conversion Determination Determine

whether or not the conversion of the JuniperCross Mountain water rights to

instream flow rights for the fish present an unavoidable impediment to full

development of Colorados compact apportionment

Upon reflection the group recognized that these steps intertwined the interim and

permanent resolution of the potential conflicts between compact development and flow protection
The group then developed Chart332 in an attempt to better distinguish between steps toward

interim and longterm resolution of such conflicts Step 2 is shown on this chart as a step towards

an interim resolution and additional steps alon this track were su ested while Ste 3 and 4g gg ps

were shown on the chart as steps toward alongterm resolution In subsequent sessions the

group generated a suite of strategies that further elaborate on all of these steps These steps and

their organization between interim and longterm flow protection are discussed in the next section

In addition the group also identified and agreed upon certain other specific actions to be taken by
members within suggested timeframes to ensure timely action on understandings achieved in

plenary dialogue CPPSC4692 p 12

34 Water Acgrcisition Strategies

for Interim and Longterm Instream Flow Protection

The derivation of strategies for water acquisition and their application to specific water

resource allocation situations in Colorado was a twostep process occurring principally at Guru
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IIs plenary in July 1992 The first task was to identify various strategies generically and the

second was to determine during what seasons of the year each of these strategies should be applied

on what rivers in Colorado Listed below are the various generic strategies identified by the group

following that is a table compiled by Guru II members in plenary session reflecting their

recommendations as to which strategies should be applied where and when CPPSC720192

341 Generic Descriptions of Water Acquisition Strategies

Appropriation of art Absolute Junior Water Right CWCB files for a

new junior absolute water right to fulfill the RIP This strategy would be used

when there is no direct conflict with Colorado River compact apportionment and the

CWCB accepts the technical and biological basis for the instream flow

recommendations made by the FWS

Appropriation of an Interim Water Right Filing for an interim instream

water right for the full flow recommendations for fish when either the impact on

compact apportionment or the technicalbiological basis of the flow

recommendations is uncertain periodic review of adequacy of recommendations

and impacts on other water users

Appropriation of Combined Absolute and Interim Water Right Filing

for a two part right an absolute right for less than the amount that may be needed

for fish in the event of compact conflict combined with an interim right to fulfill

the remainder of flow needs that may be in conflict with the compact apportionment

or that may be technicallybiologically uncertain to accommodate possibility of

change in flow recommendations periodic review of adequacy of recommendations

and impacts on other water users
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Acquisition of Existing Absolute Water Right Existing absolute non

instream right is acquired and converted for an instream flow

Acquisition of Existing Conditional Water Right Existing conditional

water rights are acquired and converted for an instream flow or are retired in

combination with the appropriation of a new instream flow water right

Nonfederal Rights to Reservoir Storage Acquisition of existing non

federal reservoir storage rights for release at times necessary to maintain instream

flows for endangered fish recovery

Federal Reservoir Reoperation Modification of federal reservoir

management practices to accommodate instream flow needs

Acquisition o Salva a Water A uire s vf g cq al age water and change tnstnam

flow uses for fish

342 Application of Water Acquisition Strategies to Colorado Rivers

Having identified an array of means for acquiring the water necessary for the recovery of

endangered fish the remaining task for the group was to determine which of them should be

applied to what rivers in Colorado on a seasonal basis The group compiled this information into a

coded chart the results of which have beenreconfigured into Table3421 at the end of this

chapter Subsequent to the July session the concept of the appropriarion of a conditional instream

water right evolved into a broader concept and is no longer strictly limited to a conditional water

right In Table3421 this concept is referred to as a conditional junior water right
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343 Further Development of Instreain Flow Issues Although no hard and

fast rules for the choice of water acquisition strategies in specific management situations emerged

from this process Table3421 does reflect a general tendency on the part of the group to choose

either the establishment of new junior absolute rights or the acquisition and conversion of existing

rights in instances when there is more relative certainty in terms of flow needs and conditions for

fish recovery and to rely more on interim rights when there are higher levels of scienrific or

technical uncertainty regarding insiream flow requirements Several group members pledged

action on specified issues by certain proposed dates in order to ensure that the momentum

generated by and during the Guru II process would be sustained CPPSC72092 p 4

There was significant issue regazding whether a junior instream flow right would provide

adequate protection referencing the SmithLTppendahl memo of71492 and its72092 revision by

Guru II members The subject of how interim and longterm instream flow rights should be used

in the overall water acquisition process was addressed in a summary memo prepared by a group

member two months after the last plenary dialogue facilitated by CPPSC Pitts91892 and this

will undoubtedly be a subject area the group continues to develop The substantive portion of this

report however must end with a recounting of the last actions taken by Guru II as a group prior to

the prepazation of this account of Guru IIs deliberations and actions
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Table 3421 PRIORITY STRATEGIES FOR WATER ACQUISITION

River Season Time Frame

YAMPA Winter

Spring

SummerFall

Do first o Do next

Interim 05 yrs

Strategy

o Appropriate a new absolute junior water right
3411

o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415

Longterm 5 yrs o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415
o Appropriate a new absolute junior water nght
3411

Interim 05 yrs Acquire an existing conditional water right3415
o Appropriate a new absolute junior water rght
3411

Longterm 5 yrs Acquire an existing conditional water right3415
o Appropriate a new absolute junior water nght
3411

Interim d5 yrs o Appropriate a new absolute junior water right
3411

Acquire an existing conditional water right3415
Acquire existing nonfederal reservoir storage rights
3416

Longterm 5 yrs Acquire an existing conditional water right3415
Acquire existing nonfederal reservoir storage rights
3416
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River Season Time Frarne Strategy

WHITE Winter Interim 05 yrs o Appropriate a new conditional junior water right
3412

Longterm 5 yrs o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415

Spring Interim 05 yrs o Appropriate a new conditional junior water right
3412

Longterm 5 yrs o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415

SummerFall Interim 05 yrs o Appropriate a new conditional junior water right
3412

Longterm 5 yrs o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415

COLORADO Winter Interim 05 yrs o Appropriate a new absolute and conditional junior water

15mile reach right3413
and above

Longterm 5 yrs o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415

Spring Interim 05 yrs o Appropriate a new absolute and conditional junior water

right3413
Acquire an existing conditional water right3415

Modify federal reservoir management practices
3417

Longterm 5 yrs Appropriate a new absolute and conditional junior water

nght3413
o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415

Modify federal reservoir management practices
3417

Do first o Do next
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River Season Time Frame Strategy

COLORADO SummerFall Interim 05 yrs Appropriate a new absolute and conditional junior water

15mi reach and right 3413
above continued Longterm 5 yrs Modify federal reservoir management practices

3417
o Acquire salvaged water from consumptive use projects
3418

o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415
o Acquire an existing absolute water right3414
o Acquire existing nonfederal reservoir storage rights
3416

COLORADO Winter Interim 05 yrs o Appropriate a new absolute and conditional junior water

below 15mile right3413
reach to state line

Longterm 5 yrs o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415

Spring Interim 0S yrs o Appropriate a new absolute and conditional junior water

and right3413
Longterm 5 yrs o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415

o Modify federal reservoir management practices
3417

SummerlFall Interim 05 yrs o Appropriate a new absolute and conditional junior water

and right3413
Longterm 5 yrs o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415

o Modify federal reservoir management practices
3417

o Acquire salvaged water from consumptive use projects
3418

Do first o Do next
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River Season Time Frame

GUNNISON Winter Interim 05 yrs
and

Longterm 5 yrs

Spring Interim0S yrs

Longterm 5 yrs

SummerFall Interim05 yrs
and

Longterm 5 yrs

Strategy

o Appropriate a new absolute and conditional junior water

right3413
o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415
o Acquire an existing absolute water right3414

Modify federal reservoir management practices
3417

o Appropriate a new absolute and conditional junior water

right3413

Modify federal reservoir management practices
3417

o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415
o Acquire an existing absolute water right3414

o Appropriate a new absolute and conditional junior water

right3413

Modify federal reservoir management practices
3417

o Acquire an existing conditional water right3415
o Acquire an existing absolute water right3414

Do first o Do next 316



4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4l Conclusions

In reviewing the deliberations and progress of GURU iI it might be useful to evaluate the

process and the outcomes in terms of those factors that seemed to work in favor of a positive

outcome and those that militated against

42 Factors That Made Progress Difficult

421 Technical and Legal Complexity It was obvious at the outset of this

endeavor that many forces were at play that would render progress towazd a wise outcome

supported by a strong consensus quite difficult The GURU II issues are technically and legally

v complex and time consuming and may ultimately require resolution by policy makers and

managers

Colorado water law based upon the doctrine of prior appropriation and interpreted richly

through one hundred yeazs of case law is highly specialized The fundamental legal complexity

was further compounded by the fact that as regazds the possible appropriation of interim instream

flows for endangered fish species GURU II was blazing new territory and speculating on the

establishment of new legal precedent

422 Technical UncertaintiesMethodology Problem In addition to the legal

complexities GURU II had to grapple with highly technical biological and engineering issues

This set up one of the enduring difficulties of the GURU II project and that was what some

perceived as a clash between the engineering and the biological disciplines This clash became

most evident and most contentious as regards the basis upon which instream flow protection

might be granted by the Colorado Water Conservation Board Some biologists have asserted that

empirical biological data and their professional judgements about it may be the best science
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which should be considered an adequate technical basis for the appropriation of instream flows to

recover the endangered fish species while others have asserted that an instream flow appropriation

by the CWCB should be based on a more certain and welldefined correlation between the flows to

be appropriated and fish recovery

423 Diverse Jurisdictions and Perspectives The technical complexity and the

methodological disagreements were also played out in an arena of multi jurisdictional and multi

perspectiveinvolvement and interplay Stakeholder jurisdictions brought to the table several

federal and state agencies environmentalists and water developersusers and a number of

disciplines including lawyers engineers and biologists Accommodating the variety of

perspectives represented by the GURU II stakeholders was always a challenge

424 History of ConfGict The work of GURU II was not made easier because of

the long history of conflict and positional warfare that has characterized exchanges among these

perspectives in the past Most of the participants had significant personal and institutional

experience with each other in traditional legal and institutional proceedings All had become quite

skilled and experienced at protecting and promoting a particular point of view making GURU II

participants cautious about collaborative problem solving

425 Problem Solving Confidence GURU IIs evolution seemed to move from a

cautious attitude of lets see if we can resolve these instream flow issues to more of a confident

attitude of we can make this work here are some options Small successes of achieving

consensus eg agreeing on the priority issues built the groups confidence and trust in solving

the more complex and difficult situations

426 Lack ofSkillBuilding Module In terms of process the absence of an up
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front investment by the group in some conflict management and consensusbuilding skills made the

longer term effort more difficult Since the facilitators were called to assist immediately with

highly complex and contentious discussions theskillbuilding had to occur on an ad hoc and

asneeded basis interspersed throughout the project This learn as we go method however may

have actually helped contribute to a more open attitude toward finding creative solutions

43 Factors That Assisted the Progress

Some of the factors that enhanced GURU IIs chances for success included the following

431 The Prior RIP Process While it is true that most of the participants had been

involved in some adversarial proceedings most of the participants had also been involved in

developing and implementing the agreements reached in the Recovery Implementation Program

The relationships formed during this process contributed to the ability and willingness of the group

to work together

432 Commitmeat to tlce RIP There was clear direction from the various policy

levels to GURU II to make the Recovery Implementation Program work There was a clear

expectation that it succeed At the same time there was a general recognition going into the

discussions that some balancing of the needs of endangered fish and development of Colorados

compact apportionment is needed

433 Commitment to Avoid Adversarial Conflict Resolution All of the

stakeholders agreed that the transaction cost of pursuing traditional adversarial methods of

addressing potential conflicts between the recovery of the endangered fishes and Colorados ability

to develop its compact apportionment could be high both in temps of dollars time and other costs
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434 Full Participation of the Stakeholders The fact that discussions were

facilitated kept the group focused and allowed all stakeholders to participate fully Without

facilitation one of the stakeholders would have had to play the mle of chairperson thus vitiating

either that persons contribution as stakeholder or their role as chair The participants in this

project were consistently engaged and working toward an agreement They were extremely

persistent and patient qualities that not every working group brings to the table Facilitation also

provided the rubric under which some important consulting interventions could be made especially

in the realm of conflict management and consensusbuilding

435 Agreement on Process Issues Early on the group recognized the

importance of agreeing on procedural issues The group adopted clear groundruies and enforced

them throughout the project For example it was agreed that everyone would attend all sessions

and that there would be no substitutes for the principals With few exceptions this guidance was

observed and meant that a stable work team interacted with each other over the six months of the

project In addition each meeting had a clearly stated set of expected outcomes and an agenda

designed to achieve them

44 Recommendations

The substantive recommendations of GURU II aze contained in Chapter 3 of this report

The following additional recommendations are tendered by the Center for Public Private Sector

Cooperation to help move those substantive recommendations forward

441 Prompt Action First and most importantly the recommendations of GURU II

as embodied in this report should be taken promptly to the Water Acquisition Committee of the

RIP There is a sense of momentum about this project that should not be lost if practical solutions

are to be put in place in a timely fashion that will balance the needs of endangered fish with other
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uses of Coloradosriver resources Concurrently GURU II participants need to take the

recommendations back to their respective agencies for comments and agreement

442 Continuity of Future Process Second it is crucial that the GURU II

participants maintain a sense of cohesion as they present their work to the Water Acquisition

Committee and agencies It will be essential for GURU II to demonstrate their commitment to the

procedural consensus and issue organization achieved during the project

Specific commitments to support the procedural agreements of GURU II in the RIP and other

forums and to work for their implementation will need to be carried out by each GURU II

participant

443 Reinforcement of Internal Commitments Finally as GURU II moves

forward with its recommendations it will be useful for the group to find some way of reinforcing

its internal commitments and enforcing its specific groundrules The group has agreed to meet at

the beginning of 1993 to review the progress and develop next steps on the recommendations of

Category I Issues In addition the group made a commitment to review and determine the next

steps for Category II and Category III issues
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University of Colorado at Denver

Center for PublicPrivate Sector Cooperation
Center for the Improvement of Public Management

1445 Market Street Suite 380

Denver Colorado 80202

Phone 303 8205650
Fax 303 5348774

Memorandum

To Meeting participants

February 25 1992

From Lloyd Burton Lisa Carlson Ken Torp University of
Colorado at Denver Center for PublicPrivate Sector

Cooperation

Subject Meeting to Discuss Issues Related to Water Acquisition
for Endangered Fishes

This letter is to confirm the logistics for the meeting on February
28 1992 from 800 am to 500 pm The meeting location is in
our offices at the Greater Denver Chamber Building at 1445 Market

Street Suite 350 A continental breakfast and lunch will be

provided

The purpose of this working group is to develop ideas andor
recommendations for cooperative resolution of impediments and
identification of opportunities regarding water acquisition and
instream flow protection for the Recovery Implementation Program
The desired outcomes for the meeting on February 28 are to

Agree on groundrules for the working group

Agree on issues which the working group wishes to resolve

Agree on the next steps

If you have any questions or concerns please call us at 8205663
We look forward to working with you on this important endeavor
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University of Colorado at Denver

Center for PublicPrivate Sector Cooperation
Center for the Improvement of Public Management

1445 Market Street Suite 380

Denver Colorado 80202

Phone 303 8205650

Fax 303 5348774

Memorandum

To Meeting participants

March 12 1992

From Lloyd Burton Lisa Carlson Ken Torp University of

Colorado at Denver Center for PublicPrivate Sector

Cooperation

Subject Revised draft of impediments and preparation for April 6
1992 meeting to discuss issues related to water

acquisition for endangered fishes

Enclosed is the group memory and the revised list of impediments
discussed at the working group meeting on February 28 1992 Also

enclosed is a tally sheet of the impediments with the four

categories agreed to at the last meeting If you have any

questions or corrections please do not hesitate to call

For each of the impediments listed on the tally sheet please check

the single response or category which best represents your sense of

priorities and fax 5348774 or send your tally sheet to Lisa
Carlson by March 24 If you need more detailed information about

the impediments refer to the redraft of Guru II The

compilation of these tally sheets will be sent back to you by March

30 in preparation for the next meeting on April 6 This compilation
is intended to assist the group in disclosing the areas of

agreement and disagreement and to assist us in designing an agenda
that will more fully meet your needs

As an earlier memo sent by Tom Pitts indicated the next meeting
has be changed from March 23 to April 6 please make sure you have

marked your calendars

Once again if you have any questions or concerns please call us



University of Colorado at Denver

Center for PublicPrivate Sector Cooperation
Center for the Improvement of Public Management

1445 Market Street Suite 380

Denver Colorado 80202

Phone 303 8205650

Fax 303 5348774

Memorandum March 30 1992

To Meeting participants

From Lloyd Burton Lisa Carlson Ken Torp University of

Colorado at Denver Center for PublicPrivate Sector

Cooperation

Subject April 6 1992 meeting to discuss issues related to water

acquisition for endangered fishes

As we agreed enclosed are the results of the tally sheet of the

impediments with the four categories agreed to at the last meeting
Please review these results and be prepared to put the issues in

priority order in terms of how this working group ought to spend
its time Not everyone put all issues into categories so the

cumulative totals by issue will vary As you may recall this
straw poll is intended to assist the group in disclosing the

areas of agreement and disagreement and to assist us in designing
an agenda that will more fully meet your needs If you have any

questions or corrections please do not hesitate to call

The next meeting will be from 800 am to 500 pm on April 6
1992 at 1445 Market Street suite 504 This is the same building
we were in last meeting but in a room of the Denver Chamber If

you found the chairs uncomfortable at the last meeting bring a

pillow to sit on as we were unable to find affordable space with

padded chairs

If you will be unable to attend the meeting on April 6 please call

Lisa Carlson at 8205663 and leave a message Once again if you
have any questions or concerns please call us



TALLY 9EEr

Instructions For each of the impediments listed below please check the single response which

best represents your sense of priorities The categories are as follows

Critical must resolvedeal breaker

In progress being resolved

Not urgent cant affect bin

Middle of the road

1

2

3

Is the state law in reference to Minimum requirements to protect the
environment to a reasonable degree inconsistent with flows needed for fish

recovery

Are there impediments in prior CWCB decisions to protecting flows for fish

recovery

How should the Board address the uncertainties in the quantity of the flow

recommendations eg A Use of professional judgement B Methodology
and C Consistency of methodology 1

What latitude does the Board have to address situations in which it is not

feasible to establish relationships between flow and population andor
habitat

5 Is the potential for conflicts between full compact development and the
instream flows needed for the endangered fish How can such conflicts be

avoided or resolved

a Can Colorado identify in a timely manner its compact apportionment
delivery andor requirements on a streamby stream basis

b If timely identification of compact allocations is not possible what
instream flow protection is possible Is a concern that instream water

rights secured under the Recovery Program will implicitly allocate

compact flows among tributaries an impediment to securing instream

flow rights for endangered fish

c Do compact delivery requirements present an impediment to protection
of instream flows in the Yampa or 15 mile reach for the benefit of the

endangered fish

d Is the fact that water must be available to preserve the natural
environment without material injury to water rights an impediment

y
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3 3 3 5

5 2 2 4

9 3 1 1

9 3 3

12 1

6 8 1

6 1 7 1

7 3 2 3

2 0 6 4
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v

Does Colorado law allow the conversion of conditional water rights to

absolute instream flow rights

13 Under what circumstances will CWCB be a party to the lease of water

storage or direct flow for instream flow purposes

14 When does a water right decree allow a release of stored water for instream

use to be protected from diversion Both federal and nonfederal reservoirs

should be considered Must the Board hold some interest in the storage
release to protect it from being diverted Issues include decreed beneficial

uses and Judge Brown rights

15 What assurances do the FWS and Recovery Program need that instream flow

rights will be protected under State law Are these assurances an

impediment to obtaining rights for instream flows

16 Assuming that the Salinity Control Program or other actions produce salvage
or saved water in the Grand Valley are there impediments to use of that
water for the benefit of endangered fish eg 1 with state law 2 other
institutional impediments

17 Do the authorizing laws for federal reservoirs impede the use of water stored
in these reservoirs for endangered fish

18 Is sufficient progress issue an impediment to protecting flows Or is

protection of flows in timely enough manner to allow new federal actions to

go forward

19 What happens when competing fishery instrument flow rights sport vs

endangered fish comes before CWCB

20 Is the perceived lack of progress and emphasis in other aspects of RIP an

impediment

21 Is the perceived inadequacy of recovery goals an impediment

22 How will other RIP parties including the Bur Rec deal with situations in

which it is not feasible to establish a relationship between flow and

population andor habitat

23 CWCB criteria for acquisition of rights unclear No recipe Lack of planning
standards Lack of substantiveprocess clarity Need to break new ground in

reference to state water law and policy No precedent

24 Is the lack of grassroots constituency support within agencies and among

public an impediment

25 Complexity of interpreting biological data vs engineering data technical
cultural clash

J

2 8 2 2

4 3 4 3

3 5 5 1

7 3 3 1

4 2 8

5 2 6 1

5 8 1

1 3 4 6

7 4 1 2

5 8 2

6 1 5 2

5 5 3 1

6 1 4 3

9 2 2 1
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e Is consideration of conditional water rights in making the

determination of physical and legal availability an impediment

f Does the Maybell Compact delivery prohibit dedication of the senior

Juniper water rights to instream flow protection

g Does the future full development of Colorados compact entitlement of

water from the Colorado River system present an impediment to near

term provision and the protection of instream flows for the benefit of

the fish in the 15 mile reach and Yampa River

h Would the conversion of the JuniperCross Mountain water rights to

instream flow rights for the fish present an unavoidable impediment to

full development of Colorados compact entitlement

6 Is either a the statutory requirement that water be physically and legally
available or b the method of determination of the physical and legal
availability of water an impediment to protection of instream flows for

endangered fish species c How often must water be available in order to

make an appropriation

7 Do the differences in the legal criteria and process between instream and

noninstream water rights give a higher value to the latter Is this an

impediment

Is it possible to acquire an interim instream flow right subject to future

review and refinement based on new data

A Until the uncertainties regarding the flow needs of endangered fish are

resolved would protection of interim flows satisfy the goals of the

Recovery Program

B Can FWS rely on the interim flow in its biological opinion

9 Does the operation of Orchard Mesa check present an impediment to the

protection of instream flows for the benefit of the fish

ADoes the prohibition of condemnation present an impediment

10 How can an instream flow right under state law be described quantified and

appropriated that varies annually and instantaneously

1 1 How should the interests of FWS and the Recovery Program be protected in

the process of converting absolute rights to instream flow rights for the

endangered fish eg Protection from subordination of rights or

diminishment of quantity

2
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5 2 5 1

3 1 3 7

8 3 2

3 4 3 4

5 3 6

1 1 9 2

7 4 3
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University of Colorado at Denver

Center for PublicPrivate Sector Cooperation
Center for the Improvement of Public Management

1445 Market Street Suite 380

Denver Colorado 80202

Phone 303 8205650

Fax 303 5348774

Memorandum

To Meeting participants

April 16 1992

From Lloyd Burton Lisa Carlson Ken Torp University of

Colorado at Denver Center for PublicPrivate Sector

Cooperation

Subject Group memory from April 6 1992 meeting to discuss issues

related to water acquisition for endangered fishes

Enclosed is the group memory from the last meeting of the Guru II

group The revised list of impediments and our final report will
mailed to you next week If you have any questions or corrections

regarding the group memory please do not hesitate to call

The next two meetings have been scheduled for June 1 and July 20
1992 Please make sure you have noted these fullday meetings on

your calendars



University of Colorado at Denver

Center for PublicPrivate Sector Cooperation
Center for the Improvement of Public Management

1445 Market Street Suite 380

Denver Colorado 80202

Phone 303 8205650

Fax 303 5348774

Memorandum May 28 1992

To Guru II participants

From Lloyd Burton Lisa Carlson Ken Torp University of

Colorado at Denver Center for PublicPrivate Sector

Cooperation

Subject June 1 1992 Meeting To Discuss Issues Related To Water

Acquisition For Endangered Fishes

The next meeting of the Guru II group will be from 930 am to

530 pm on Monday June 1 1992 at 1445 Market Street suite 503

The intended outcomes for this meeting include

Agree on time frame for dealing with the Compact
entitlement issue IB Step 1

Develop options for instream flow protection IB Step 2

pending completion of Step 1

Develop optionsprocesses for IA uncertainty issues
IC interim instream flow protection

Develop and agree on criteria to evaluate options

Please be prepared to discuss your options regarding instream flow

protection see above You may also wish to review the options
contained in the fax you received from Robert Wigington and

consider possible criteria for evaluating options If you will be

unable to attend the meeting please call Lisa Carlson at 8205663

and leave a message Once again if you have any questions or

concerns please call us



University of Colorado at Denver

Center for PublicPrivate Sector Cooperation
Center for the Improvement of Public Management

1445 Market Street Suite 380

Denver Colorado 80202

Phone 303 8205650

Fax 303 5348774

Memorandum June 18 1992

To Guru II participants

From Lloyd Burton Lisa Carlson Ken Torp University of

Colorado at Denver Center for PublicPrivate Sector

Cooperation

Subject July 1 1992 Meeting To Discuss Issues Related To Water

Acquisition For Endangered Fishes

The next meeting of the Guru II group will be from 900 am to

noon on Wednesday June 1 1992 at 1313 Sherman Street in the

offices of the Colorado Water Conservation Board The intended

outcomes for this meeting include

Developclarify options for instream flow protection IB
Step 2 pending completion of Step 1

Evaluate options against criteria developed at the last

Guru II meeting see attached group memory

Develop and agree on next steps

Please be prepared to discuss your options regarding instream flow

protection You should review the options contained in the

correspondence you received from Robert Wigington and Gene

Jenoscek Also please review the next steps list on the last

page of the group memory as a reminder of what you committed to do

If you will be unable to attend the meeting please call Lisa
Carlson at 8205663 and leave a message Once again if you have

any questions or concerns please call us



University of Colorado at Denver

Center for PublicPrivate Sector Cooperation
Center for the Improvement of Public Management

1445 Market Street Suite 380

Denver Colorado 80202

Phone 303 8205650

Fax 303 5348774

Memorandum July 14 1992

To Guru II participants

From Lloyd Burton Lisa Carlson University of Colorado at

Denver Center for PublicPrivate Sector Cooperation

Subject July 20 1992 Meeting To Discuss Issues Related To Water

Acquisition For Endangered Fishes

The next meeting of the Guru II group will be from 900 am to

500 pm on Monday July 20 1992 at 1445 Market street suite 503

The intended outcomes for this meeting include those postponed from

the last meeting

Developclarify options for instream flow protection IB
Step 2 pending completion of Step 1

Evaluate options against criteria developed at the last

Guru II meeting see attached group memory

Develop and agree on next steps

In addition enclosed is a revised statement of impediments from

Category II from Lloyd Burton Barring time constraints we will

review revise and agree on the the restatement of these

impediments and develop next steps

Please be prepared to discuss your options regarding instream flow

protection You should review the options contained in the

correspondence you received from Robert Wigington and Gene

Jenoscek

Please RSVP to Lisa Carlson at 8205663 and leave a message Once

again if you have any questions or concerns please call us
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Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory February 28 1992

Purpose of working croup To develop ideas andjor recommendations
for cooperative resolution of impediments and identification of

opportunities regarding water acquisition and instream flow

protection for the Recovery Implementation Program

Desired Outcomes 2J28j921

Agree on groundrules for the working group

Agree on issues the working group wishes to resolve

Agree on next steps

Agreed upon Groundrules

Principals only no subs

Attend both meetings

List but not evaluate opportunities

Be frank tough on issues easy on people

No recycling

One person talking at a time

No cellular phonerecorders

No telephone interruptions

Expectations about the two meetingprocess

Robt W Affirm a statement on issues Record opinions in reference to issues A

record

Tom P ditto In addition resolve or have a process for issues at end meeting 2

Margot Z State issues objectively and clearly not starting necessarily with current

statement Then process foror resolve or agree to disagree on issues Go faster



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program Page 2

Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory February 28 1992

Peter E ditto ID impediments not issues Find way around or thru

Bob G ditto Peter get water in streams

Eric K Be realistic in reference to people on Western slope and its way of life

Gene J Begin to resolve problem issues within context law and compact

Eddie K Fast and efficient plan for species recovery Look at it in balanced way

Larry S Refine issuesimpediments and resolve but some may be too big

John H Frame issues and road map on how to proceed from here Go faster Build trust

among parties more Esprit de corps

Hal S Develop roadmap be open around this table

Wendy W Will be legal resource

Grady M ditto Tom P Cut to the chase

Jay S ditto Margot Larry and John build trust

Assumptions about process

Focus on impediments

Biologists will produce best basic for flow recommendations Guru I

Use list of impediments as basic for inventory

IDEAL VISION

A timely process To protect sufficient instrument flows to supplement selfsustaining
populations of the endangered fish consistent with the Recovery Implementation Program

Happy fish and happy people

Understanding that RIP includes reference to Colorado and Federal laws



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory February 28 1992

Positive Forces helping us work toward this vision

Synergy of combined resources Hower

RIP reasonably funded resources

Hard for any party to quit

Agenda and issues welldefined

Federal mandate lends urgency and necessity

Goals reference fish have broad public support

All feel positive about goal

Group cohesion

Desire to resolve to meet mutual goals

Have best people

Colorado instream flow law is flexible

Both sides can say no balanced power

Have a framework for resolving disputes the RIP

Alternative to resolution is unacceptableundesirable

Negative Forces working against the Vision

Perceived federal cohesion

Issues have no clear answers

Expectationsagendas unresolved

Perceived lack of due process at statelocation level

Page 3



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory February 28 1992

Page 4

Too much process

Uncertainty suspiciondistrust

Lack of agreement on recovery goals for fish

Inconsistent federal and state interpretation to policies and laws

Complexity of interpreting biological data vs engineering data technical cultural

clash

Lack of understanding ofRIP process

All fear being too specific and getting locked in

Positional negotiations

Complexity of Colorado water system

Too many water lawyers

Adversarial process in Colorado law is cost cumbersome

State and federal governments have diffuse internal interests inconsistent laws

CWCB criteria for ACQ of rights unclear No recipe Lack of planning
standards Lack of substantiveprocess clarity

Lack of grassroots constituency support within agencies and among public

Lack agreement Reference How to ensure happy fish

Need to go thru state system

Perceived and real conflicting interests

Need to break new ground in reference to state water law and policy No

precedent

Frustrationimpatience time pressure

Lack of local support



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory February 28 1992

Page 5

Perceptions in reference to uncertainty future water rights community
expectations

Federal intrusion in statelocal issues Power sharing

Lack of information regarding future developmentfishes needs

Potential Impediments

I Substantive Finding

Element 1

Definition of terms also an issue How operationalize for biologist criteria

All agree CWCB can appropriate instrument flows for protection of endangered species
not an impediment

Add Questions reference type of use

Question reference quantity redraft

Page 11 Question 3

Is the state law in reference to Minimum requirements to protect the

environment to a reasonable degree inconsistent with flows needed for fish

recovery

The above replaces Questions 13 on Page 11

Replacement for Question 4 Page 11

Are there impediments in prior CWCB decisions to protecting flows for fish recovery

Reference Question 5 Replace with

Last sentence only as rewritten How should the Board address the uncertainties in the

quantity of flow recommendations eg A use of professional judgement and B methodology
and C consistency of methodology



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory February 28 1992

Reference Question 6

What latitude does board have to address

Eliminate Oestion 7 and 8 with understanding that 8 is subsumed in 5 above

Element 2

Page 6

Oestion 6RE compact issuesLge 12 Put this question first and redraft Is the

potential fish an impediment How can C through F

List questions 1 4 as under the above question and add A and B

A Can Colorado Identify in timely manner its compact apportionment delivery
andor requirements on a streambystream basis

B If timelyID of compact allocations not possible what instream flow protection
is possible

List question 5 as part of B B 1

Page 12 questions reference competing beneficial uses

Question 1 Next to last line Delate Appropriation substitute protection

Question 2 ReDraft to

Do the differences in the legal criteria and process between instream and noninstream water

rights give a higher value to the latter and is this an impediment

These Differences Include CWCB Policy RE

Conditional rights

Inundation

De Minimis injury settlement

60day notice requirement for instream rights

Statutory Differences



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program Page 7

Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory February 28 1992

Prohibition on condemnation

NonReliance on imported water

Present undecreed uses

Page 13

Question 1 covered
question 2 add to question 1 page 12 as C bottom
question 3 covered

question 4 covered
question 5 paraphrase and add to question 1 Page 12 as D water availability without

material injury
question 6 add to question 1 page 12 as E
question 7 retain

question 8 retain but add operation of before orch mesa question 9 covered

question 10 all agree that this is not an issue

Add Ouestion

How can we describe quantify and appropriate an instream flow right under state law that

varies annually and instantaneously Seasonal variation is not a problem

Bottom Page 13

Absolute Rights

Add word protected at end of the 1st line and delete represented line 2 end of sentence

add EG protection from subordination diminishment of quantity

Add Question 4 to page 13 under appropriation B How should interest of FWS and RIP

be protected in process of obtaining new instream flow rights for endangered fish

Page 14 Conditional Rights

Question 1 Retain

Question 2 delete

question 3 covered

II Protection of Water Rights



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program Page
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory February 28 1992

question 1 All agreed that not anissue delete

question 2 not anissue delete

question 3 not an issue covered on question 5

question 4 reword under what circumstances will CWCB be a party to lease of water

storage or direct flow for instream flow purposes

Question 5 Reword 1st line after allow A release of stored water for Add

Issues include Decreed beneficial uses and Judge Brown Rights

question 6 retain

Page 1415 III Process

Pg 15 Reference water available Add can be done concurrent with flow

recommendations

Pg 15 1st bullet add after needs pursuant to the RIP

2nd bullet ditto

3rd bullet add and other interested agencies

Pg 15 uestions covered

IV MISCELLANEOUS

Question l Add words or saved after salvaged

Question 1 Add other words or other actions after salin cntrl wtr add words at end

of sentence EG 1 state law2Other institutional impediments

Question 2 Move to page 13 as new question 1 as an addon Add Can FWS rely on the

interim flow in its biological opinion

Question 3 Strike RuediRifle gap and substitute federal reservoirs

Question 4 Not issue Can return to CWCB for adjustments 2nd bite based on refined data

Question 5 Covered

Add new question Is sufficient progress issue an impediment to protecting flows Or is

protection of flows in timely enough manner to allow new federal actions

to go forward



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program Page 9

Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory February 28 1992

Impediment Bin Add to miscellaneous questions

What happens when competing fishery instrument flow rights sport vs

endangered fish comes before CWCB

Perceived lack of progress and emphasis in other aspects of RIP is an

impediment

Perceived inadequacy of recovery goals is an impediment

How will other RIP parties including Bur Rec deal with situations in which

its not feasible to establish relationship bt flow and population andor habitat

CWCB criteria for ACQ of rights unclear No recipe Lack of planning
standards Lack of substantiveprocess clarity Need to break new ground in

reference to state water law and policy No precedent

Lack of grassroots constituency support within agencies and among public

Complexity of interpreting biological data vs engineering data technical cultural

clash

Next Stens

1 TP sends floppy to UCD by 32 Rewrite out by mail by 36

2 Individuals try to sortprioritize list of impediments by

Must resolvedeal breakerscritical

Being resolved in progress

BIN Cant affect not urgent

Middle of road

3 Send your sorted list to UCD by 3 16

4 UCD fax back by 319



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory February 28 1992

MEETING EVALUATION

WHAT WORKED WHAT WOULD YOU CHANGE

Process

Facilitators kept order

More sugar

Get to the impediments faster

Room is stuffy

10

Page 10



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory April 6 1992

DESIRED OUTCOMES

Refine and agree on list of impediments GURU II will work to

resolve

Develop next steps for moving toward resolution

Agenda

C

800 830 Continental Breakfast

830 845 Outcomes Agenda Review and agreement
Review and agree on roles and groundrules

845 900 Review and understand consensus

900 930 Review tally sheet data re impediments
Agree on a process for setting priorities
Categories for impediments

930 1030 Sort impediments by categories

1030 1045 Break

1045 noon Sort impediments by categories

Noon 1245 Lunch

1245 230 Refine impediment questions into addressessable

problems not yesno answers

230 245 Break

245 330 Refine impediment questions continued

330 430 Develop next steps

430 Adjourn



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory April 6 1992

Page 2

PROPOSED TRIAGE CATEGORIES

CATEGORY I

Critical Work on NOW may or may not be this group

CATEGORY II

Important Work on next may already be in progress

CATEGORY III

Long term Work later

CATEGORY IV

NONISSUES

CATEGORY I

34Assume Board has latitude

25
8 AB
5 CompactRelated Issues

18 20 2124 24

CATEGORY II

11 15 12 1314
16 23 is a problem if 5 not resolved

22

CATEGORY III

1 7 administration of instream water flows
9A 10 7 19

NONISSUES

5 f Answer No 9



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program Page 3

Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory April 6 1992

CATEGORY I

A Uncertainty Issues includes 34 25

B Compact Issues Development vs Instream flows for fish 5

A B C G H

C Interim Flows 8 A B

D Sufficient Progress Issues

E Support GrassrootsAgency 24

Refine the Category I problems into addressable problems

IA 34 25 Uncertainty Issues

How can CWCB address uncertainty in the relationship
between flow and population andor habitat

How can better communication be achieved on instream flow

needs and the criteria for evaluating those needs

IB Compact issues Development vs instream flows

15 A B C 6 H

How can potential conflicts be resolved between full

compact development and instream flows needed for

endangered fish

Step 1 Identify Colorados compact entitlement andor
requirements on a streambystream basis

Step 2 Until step 1 is complete identify what instream

flow protection is possible Is a concern that

instream water rights secured under the Recovery
Program will implicitly allocate compact flows

amoung tributaties an impediment to securing
instream flow rights for endangered fish

Step 3 When step 1 is complete determine whether full

development of Colorados compact entitlement

presents an impediment to provision and protection
of instream flows for benefit of fish in 15 Mile

Reach and Yampa



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory April 6 1992

Page 4

Step 4 Determine whether or not the conversion of the

JuniperCross Mountain water rights to instream

flow rights for the fish present an unawoindable

impediment to full developement of Colorados

compact entitlement

IC How can interim instream flow protection be used to address

uncertainties about flow needs and compact entitlement
Determine the extent to which the USFWS can rely on interim

flows in its biological opinion

ID Ok but begin with determine whether

per 18 20 21

IE How can more grassroots support be generated among and within

agencies concerned interest groups and the public for

instream flow protection and recovery of fish



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program Page 5

Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory

COMPACT ISSUES FLOW CHART IB

Determine Compact
Entitlement Stream

By stream

Incomplete Complete

Step 2 Safe Allocation Step 3

Includes Legai
Protection

l
8

Temporary Step 4

Allo ation

Better Flow Better Conflict
Need Compact Resolution

Definition Entitlement
Definition



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory April 6 1992

Next Stens

1 Keep Guru II group in place with facilitators in place

2 Consultcheck category I issues with constituents

a Check with management committee42892
b Check with CWCB Gene at May meeting

3 Identify options on category I

4 Refine category II into addressable problems

5 Identify options for category II include monitoring work in progress

6 Address category III

Miscellaneous

CPPSC get group memory to GURU II by April 15

Page 6



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program Page 7

Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory April 6 1992

Meeting1 June 1 at 930 530

What is the time frame for the compact issue should we move to step 2

If step 2 what are the options Bring suggestions as a starting point

Circulate in advance the options May 15th and individuals send to others

Develop Optionsprocesses for A C

Circulate options in advance May 15

Develop and Agree on criteria to evaluate options

Circulate criteria possibilities in advance May 15

Gather and disseminate relevant information on compact before meeting Peter

Meeting 2 July 20th

Meeting 3 TBA

c



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory June 1 1992

Colorado Water Conservation Board Process

A Compact Entitlement Process per Gene Js Briefing

1 Refine staff report including tables Get public comment

2 Develop computer CRSS scenarios for distribution of Colorados compact

apportionment Driven By

Compact Development Decisions

Flows needed for fish

Combinations If possible using CRSS and reality check

CWCB projecting that staff report will be done by 1192 depends
on staffing

ROLE OF GURU II

Gene will solicit interestcomment from GURU II as CWCB staff develops
scenarios for distribution of Colorados compact apportionment

August October Timeframe

3 CWCB decision regarding which scenarios will be studiedrun on model

4 Run model under various scenarios and have data ready for about 1994

Note Processschedule could change and Gene J will keep GURU II informed

B Development ofCWCB policies for interim instream flow protection

Will consider legal policy and administration issues including USFWS recovery goals
for endangered fishes Schedule is unclear at this point

Note USFWS reserves its position on sole reliance on interim flows for fish protection
because senior conditional rights pose threat



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program
Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory June 1 1992

Schedule

Page 2

Thursday 64 CWCB meets with water users re options for interim in

stream flow protection

July 1 meeting CWCB to meet with othernonconsumptive water users

GURU II re options at 1313 Sherman Street CWCB Officers at 900

a m noon

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING INTERIM FLOW PROTECTION SCENARIOS

CategoryIB Step 2

Relationship with existing Colorado water law

Relationship to need to protect fish sufficient progress consistent with

ESA and the recovery program
Relation to need to be technically feasible and administratively operable

Use criteria as an initial screening device Ask that each proposed scenario address the above

criteria

CATEGORYIA Uncertainty Issues

Interim flows allow time to address both compact and biological uncertainties

Note GURU I is addressing technical uncertainties

Interim flows may reduce the need to address scientific uncertainty

RE Communication

Need more informal meetings with CWCB perhaps infield eg work

sessions with staff

Need more Peer Review of analysis and data

Need better communication at technical level among USFWS CWCB and

CDOW

Need better packaging of data so that its intelligible to lay audiences

All need to understandaccept sensitivities and differences of

philosophyperspective engendered by technical culture clash and

fundamental competition for limited resources water here in Colorado

Note Guru I will try to develop Best Science to link flow to fish survival



Colorado River Recovery Implementation Program Page 3

Water acquisition for the endangered fishes

Group Memory June 1 1992

Need better education of biologists re complexity of CWCB water system
Ultimate communications challenge is to translate biological data into an

application to CWCB for water rights

I Cl See process set up under I B above including criteria for evaluating interim

flows

CATEGORY I E

Grassroots support for fish recovery and instream flow protection

Building Support for Fish Recovery

USFWS has an extensive public information program in place
Link recovery to selfinterest and practical need to meet ESA

Need perception of equity and due process in recovery program Fair

distribution of cost of recovery

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

Water user community egSWDWBnorthernRiver District

Environmental Groups pragmatists like Nature Conservancy and others

purists Get support from former and avoid litigationlegislation from

latter
US Congress especially delegations LTT CO WY
States of CO UT WY

Bureau of Reclamation USFWS EPA and NPS

CDOW

Sportspeople anglers rafters kayakers etc
Power generatorsusers egWAPA

San Juan Basin users

How to address stakeholders who are not already being touched with priority on USFWS
CWCB water users environmental purists

RE Users

Key issues are equity and due process So keep process open Emphasize cooperation inRIP

r
U
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Group Memory June 1 1992

When there is perception of sabotage discuss in RIP before going outside

Check in periodically with other RIP committees to assure ongoing commitment to process

Avoid bombshells try to keep each other informed about relevant developments actions plans
at early date If you think you got one talk to sender before going ballistic

Next Stevs

Send out options regarding temporary allocation from June 4th meeting Other options
from all others

Gene to update Sara and Eric on meeting
Centers to restate category II impediments into solveable problems send out before July
20th for feedback

John invite Ron Bureau of Reclamation to July 20th meeting
Wendy write memo on 2 12 and 14 in category II justifying nonissue

designation
Robert and Jay rewrite 2 and sendgive to Wendy for response
Gene send Centers copy of Boards conditional water rights Centers send to GURU

II

Changes

Lunch

Changed agenda right away
Facil of dialogue

More color

Dont forget
hydrologic breaks



L

U S FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

GROUP MEMORY 72092

INTENDED OUTCOMES

1 Developclarify options for instream flow protection
2 Evaluate options against criteria
3 Agree on restatement of category II impediments
4 Agree on future Guru II role and next steps

AGENDA

900920

9201030

10301045

1045Noon

12001245

1245215

215230

230330

400

Startupsagendacheckin
Interim flow

Break

Interim flow

Lunch

Next steps interim flow

Break

Next steps
Adjourn

GROUNDRULES

One person speaks at a time
No personal attacks

No shaggy dog stories
No inandout
Air trust issues

JUNIOR WATER RIGHTS Uppendahl Smith memo 71492

Advantaaes

Add would help protect pattern of water 3 in 1 white

paper
Delete second half of 3 4 and 5
Replace with Appropriating a junior instream flow right is a

vehicle for

a establishing flow needs

b achieving those needs to the degree possible with a

junior water right
c identifying needs from additional water sources

including return flow

Delete 6

LIMITS

Delete 1 and 2 and replace with There is

uncertainty regarding the amount and frequency of water

that would be available under a junior water right
under the limitation of Colorados compact
apportionment or if senior conditional rights are

developed

Move paragraphAn important factor to second

paragraph of document



Add 5 It may be more effective in the near term to

meet flow needs through reservoir reoperation
andor water rights acquisitions

FLOW OPTIONS

I Absolute Right Fish needs are known and do not

conflict with compact

INTERIM FLOW OPTIONS

II Absolute and Conditional

Absolute Less than flow recommendation needed for fish
with compact eg 581

Conditional A flow recommendation periodic review

for fish needs and compact due diligence remainder
of the water flow needs

III Conditional Full flow recommendations with

periodic review

CONCERNSCOMMENTS

1 Enforcement of a conditional water right
2 Objection to changes
3 Provides a place in time

CHOICESOPTIONS

I Junior Water Rights
A Absolute and Conditional
B Conditional
C Absolute

II Acquisition of Water Rights
A Conditional
B Absolute

C Stored nonFederal

III Reservoir ReOperation anything to do with
Federal reservoirs

IV Salvage Water Assumption State law reconciled



Table

RIVER WINTER SPRING SUMMERFALL

Yampa IC IIA IA IIA IC IIA IIC

Longterm IC IIA IIA IIA IIC

White IB IB IB

Longterm IIA IIA IIA

A Colo 15mile IA IA IIA III IA III IV
above II A B C

Longterm IIA IA IIA III IA III IV
II A B C

B Below to State IA IA IIA III IA III IV
Line IIA

Longterm IIA IA IIA III IA IIA III
IV

Gunnison IA III IA III IA III IIA
IIA IIB IIIA IIB IIB

Longterm IA III IA III IA III IIA
IIA IIB IIA IIB IIB

CRITERIA FOR PRIORITIES

1 Shortterm 05 years
2 Feasibility
3 Benefits the fish
4 Avoid Section 7 consultationconflicts

NEXT STEPS

1 Flesh out options WAC Tom by September 15
2 Meet with Gene Wendy and Hai regarding specific

ways of implementation by October 1
3Present information to Board November meeting
4 Give state report to Implementation Committee
5 Develop compact entitlement scenarios and present

them to the Board Gene by November
6 Guru II needs to meet in January 1993 concerning

Category I progress and to review CAT II and III

7 Brief Tom John Peter Gene Wendy Hal week of

August 1



POSITIVE OBSERVATIONS

1 Time to discuss things in depth
2 Consideration of all points of view
3 Facilitation to sort through information

NEGATIVE OBSERVATIONSCHANGES NEEDED

1 Declining attendance
2 Restatement of issues over and over

3 slow

BIN

Is it worthwhile to pursue Junior Instream Flow Rights
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A RESTATEMENT QF ISSUES FQR

1 Compact Entitlement

a worKZngCompact Scenario
would remain at the Colorado state
of the Colorado River after the co
the salinity reports or other exis
has occurred How much more devel
existing budgets before realizing
what are the alternatives for such
instream flows would remain at the
full compact development

zz

What monthly instream flows

ine on each major tributary
act developioaent assumed in

ng basinwide water budgets
went is possible under these
e full compact entitlement
evelopment and what monthly
olorada state line after such

b Potential Conflicts Are there conflicts on the Yampa
River and above the 15Mie Reach o the Colorado River between
the alternatives for full compact development and the instream
flows needed for the endangered fis How can such conflicts be
avoided or resolved

c Tributary Allocations Tp what extent can Colorados

compact entitlement be implicitly allocated among major Colorado
River tributaries by instream water rights appropriated ar

acquired for the endangered fish

d Interstate Negotiations To what extent might
interstate negotiations over the compact entitlement limit the
instream water rights that need to ke secured for the endangered
fish

2 JuniperCross Mountain Transacltion
i

a evelopment Allowance Flow much of Colorados compact
entitlement would remain for futureidevelopment on the Yampa
River above Maybell if the JuniperCross Mountain water rights
were dedicated to instream use H should existing water uses

be protected from curtailment by t instream use of these water

rights How should the allowance or future development be

reserved and administered These tissues will be addressed fn
the Yampa River technical study an alternative reservoir

projects

b Compact Consistency Wi
JuniperCross Mountain water right
the development allowances iApntif
technical study on alternative res

development of Colorados compact
people of Colorado of the benPfici
Colorados instream statute Is s

prohibited by the Maybell delivery
Colorado River Compact

1

the dedication of the

to instream use subject to

d in the Yampa River
voir projects impair the

titlement or deprive the

use of water in violation of

h use of these water rights
equired by the 1948 Upper

Il 1 1 1 AILJ117rAII11 7a11 1 LJA 1 1 Ifll 1 1 T T T f



c ransactian Structure
Mountain water rights be purchased
they are changed to instream use
of water rights proceeding be stru
remedies may be appropriate in the
proceeding for the FWS to have and
statute In any subsequent manage
water rights

C7

i

Should the JuniperCrass
or otherwise acquired before

If not how should the change
gtured What contractual

change of water rights
r Colorados instream flow
ent and enforcement of these

d Conversion of Conditianall Water Riahtsto
Is the CWCB authorized to convert conditional water
instream use If so what criteria will be applied
in making such conversions and will the conversion
JuniperCross Mountain water rights to instream use

criteria

3 Instream Water Rights for the 115Mile Reach

a Initial WaterAvailabili
Septetze What percentage of tim
the CWCB to make a new instream fl
contractual remedies in the water

appropriation may be appropriate f
Colorados instream flow statute
and enforcement of the new instrea

rights to

by the CWCB

o the

meet such

must flaws be avaiJable for

appropriation What

urt proceedings for the new

the FWS to have under

n any subsequent management
appropriation

b Subsequent Water Availability Analysis Haw does the

amount of water initially found avaiilable in the 15Mile Reach

conlp2re with that which i s avai l abbe under the working compact
scenarios What alternative assumpttions about development above
Cameo under conditional decrees or about depletions under

existing alasnitp Apcrees map be appropriate What alternative

assumptions about the operation of the socalled Cameo water

rights may be appropriate other thrart any assumptions about the

disposition of water that might hejsalvaged under these rights

c Water salvage What are

study on water salvage for securin

endangered fish needs in the 15Mi

4 Storage Releases

he implications
instream flows

Reach

of the CWCB
to meet

a Steamboat Lake Can releases from Steamboat Lake be

protected from rediversion under thQ water rights currently held

by the Colorado Division of Parks atd Recreation far the Lake

Must the CWCB be a party to any conitract for release of storage
water from Steamboat Lake for instxaam use even if the Tikes

water rights are changed to include instream use
I

b Aspinall Unit What arethQ answers to these same

questions for water released out o
the Aspinall Unit How might

2



i

any agreement between the NatianalPark Service and the Bureau of
Reclamation over the use of Aspinall storage water to maintain
instream flows in the Black Canyonj affeot the use of Aspinall
water to meet endangered fish need Does the present
authorizing legislation for the Aspinall Unit permit the use of
Aspinall water to meet endangered fish needs Does the
Endangered Species Act authorize such use of Aspinall water

I
5 Quantifieatian of Flaw Needs

a Legal Standards What isi the standard under the
Endangered Species Act for determining how much water to dedicate
to the endangered fish The amount needed for full recavery
The amount needed for survival but not recovery It is possible
to acquire instream water rights under the standards set by
Colorados statute that also meetlIthe standards set by the

Endangered Species Act To what extent may the CWCB consider the
standards set by the Endangered Species Act in balancing instream
flow protection and water developm nt

b Technical UncertaintyAbautInstream Flow Needs How
does the CWCB proceed in light of technical uncertainty about
instream flow needs is the CWCB precluded from acquiring an

instream water rights if it is not feasible to establish a

precise fish population response fair every increment of flow
need Can the CWCB rely on professional judgement in quantifying
instream flow needs To what extent has the CWCB already relied
on professional judgement to quantify flow needs can the CWCB

rely on the professional judgement Hof FWS biological experts
Must the CWCB rely on any one methoid of flow quantification or

may the CWCB apply ane method that is suited to a particular
river reach and an entirely different one that is suited to

another or may the CWCB even draw on conflicting methods and
data fvr the same reach Is it poesible for the cwCB to acquire
an interim instream flow right subject to future review and
refinement based on neri data Would such interim protection
satisfy the mandates of the Endangered Species Act2

c LTnaprta intY1hnttfi Ftrp Water npvpl onment In

balancing instream flew protection and water development how
does the CWCB weigh future water development that is highly or

moderately uncertain ar is not clearly necessary far f1 1 l

compact development

3
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1

2

3

PROPOSAL FOR PHASING GURU II SSUES

Can be addressed now and sho ld be done first

a Compact Entitlement

b Initial Water Availabili for 15Mile Reach

c Standards for Quantifyin Flow Needs

Need to be preceded by other rk but should be done assoon as that work is done

a JuniperCross Mountain T nsaction After developmentof model for study on al rnative reservoirs

b Water Salvage for 15Mil After completion of CWCBstudy on water salvage

Can be addressed now but sho d be deferred to secondphase

a Storage Releases

b Subsequent Water Availabi ity Analysis for 15MileReach

Offered by Robert Wigington
102491
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Appendix A

Preliminary List of Potential Impediments to Appropriation
Lease Acquisition andor Protection of Instream Flows for

Endangered Species

This preliminary list of potential impediments is provided in
format that reflects the decision processes followed by the
Colorado Water Conservation Board Some potential impediments
not fit into this format and are included in a miscellaneous
section The following outline is in four major parts
Substantive Findings Protection of Water Rights Process and
Miscellaneous

I IIBSTANTIVE FINDINGS By the Board Regarding Appropriation
Lease or Acquisition of Instream Flows

a

do

A Elements Common to All Instream Flow Appropriations Leases
or Acquisitions

Element 1 The Board must make a determination that the
flows are the minimum required to preserve the natural
environment to a reasonable degree

With regard to this element the Board must make

determinations regarding 1 use and 2 quantity The
determination of use is embodied in the words that the
flows are required to preserve the natural environment
The quantity determination is embodied in the words minimum
required It appears that to a reasonable degree could
apply to either use or quantity Questions regarding
potential impediments to providing flows for endangered fish
have been raised in terms of both the use and quantity
determinations as described below

4uestions regarding use includes

Is the appropriation of instream flows based solely on the
need to provide andor protect habitat needed for recovery
of endangered fish within the definition of

flowsrequired to protect the natural environment

Do the findings that a to preserve or b a natural
environment exists or c to a reasonable degree present
an impediment

10



Questions regardina auantity include

Do either the minimum required or to a resonable degree
determinations present impediments

How have the statutory tests minimum required and to a

reasonable degree been applied in the past Is this an

impediment to protecting flows for endangered fish

What is a reasonable standard for determining the minimum
amount of water to dedicate to the endangered fish The

amount needed for full recovery The amount needed for

survival but not recovery

How does this standard compare to the basis for establishing
minimum flows on Gold Medal trout fisheries

Can estimates professional judgement of the flow needs of
the fish that do not provide specific relationships among
changes in flow and changes in habitat or population provide
an adequate legal basis for an instream flow appropriation
If so how should the Board address the uncertainties in the

quantity of the flow recommendationsthat are based on

professional biological judgement

How will the Board address situations in which it is not
feasible to establish relationships between flow and

population andor habitat

Is consistency needed among methods used for flow

recommendations

In the absence of a perfect and demonstrable understanding
of the flow preferencesneeds of the fish does reliance
upon professional judgement in the quantification of
recommended flows present an impediment to the protection of
instream flows for the benefit of the fish

11

This element raises impediment issues related to 1
interstate compact administration and 2 the relationship
among flows dedicated to endangered fish and other uses of
water within the state Questions regarding impediments
related to these two categories are listed below



4uestions regarding comtact issues include

Do compact delivery requirements present an impediment to

protection of instream flows in the Yampa or 15 mile reach
for the benefit of the endangered fish

Does the Maybell Compact delivery prohibit dedication of the
senior Juniper water rights to instream flow protection

Does the future full development of Colorados compact
entitlement of water from the Colorado River system present
an impediment to near term provision and the protection of
instream flows for the benefit of the fish in the 15 mile
reach and Yampa River

Would the conversion of the JuniperCross Mountain water

rights to instream flow rights for thefish present an

unavoidable impediment to full development of Colorados
compact entitlement

Is a concern that instream water rights secured under the

Recovery Program will implicitly allocate compact flows

among tributaries an impediment to securing instream flow
rights for endangered fish

What is the potential for conflicts between full compact
development and the instream flows needed for the endangered
fish How can such conflicts be avoided or resolved

4uestions regarding comuetinq beneficial uses include

Is either a the statutory requirement that water be

physically and legally available or b the method of
determination of the physical and legal availability of
water an impediment to appropriation of instream flows for
endangered fish species

Are there preferences among the various beneficial uses
recognized under Colorado law which present an impediment to
the protection instream flows for the benefit of the
endangered fish Ifso what are the consequences of
considering flows for endangered fish asless important than
other traditional uses Can the water acquisition portion
of the Recovery Program be expected to succeed if flows for
endangered fish are considered a lower priority than other
traditional uses

12
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B Elements Specific to Appropriation or Acquisition Purchase

or Lease

Certain elements of the Boards decision processes apply to

either appropriation or acquisition Questions regarding
potential impediments related to each are presented below

Questions regarding appropriation include

Is the manner in which the Board determines the physical and

legal availability of water an impediment to appropriation
of instream flows for endangered fish species

How often must water be available in order to make an

appropriation

Is the fact that the Board cannot rely upon imported water
for an appropriation an impediment

Is the fact that present usesexchangesmust be protected an

impediment

Is the fact that water must be available to preserve the
natural environment without material injury to water rights
an impediment

Is consideration of conditional water rights in making the
determination of physical and legal availability an

impediment

Is it possible to acquire an interim instream flow right
subject to future review and refinement based on new data

Does the Orchard Mesa check present an impediment tothe
protection of instream flows for the benefit of the fish

Does the prohibition of condemnation present an impediment

Does the requirementthat all flow recommendations must be
made with specificity and in writing present an impediment

Absolute Water Riqhts

How should the interests of FWS and the Recovery Program be

represented in the process of converting absolute rights to
instream flow rights for the endangered fish

13



Conditional Water Ri hts

Does Colorado law allow the conversion of conditional water
rights to absolute instream flow rights

Would instream use of the JuniperCross Mountain water
rights deprive the people of the State of Colorado of
beneficial use of water How should existing water uses be
protected from curtailment How should an allowance for
future water development be reserved and administered

Do the proposed criteria for converting conditional water
rights to instream flows pose an impediment to acquisition
of water for instream flows for endangered fish

II PROTECTION OF WATER RIGHTS

Questions raised regarding imtediments to protection of
instream flows are listed below

Does the CWCB have authority to protect instream flow rights
for endangered fish secured by appropriation acquisition
andor lease

Do the current procedures for protection and enforcement of
instream flow water rights apply to water rights
appropriated for endangered species

Are the procedures for protecting reservoir releases an

impediment for instream flows for endangered fish
purposes

Must the Board be a party to every lease of water for
instream flow purposes

When does a water right decree allow a storage release for
instreamuse to be protected from diversion Both federal
and nonfederal reservoirs should be considered Must the
Board hold some interest inthe storage release to protect
it frombeing diverted

What assurances do the FWS and Recovery Program need that
instream flow rights will be protected under State law Are
these assurances an impediment to obtaining rights for
instream flows

IIr PROCss

The process for establishing instream flows by
appropriation acquisition or lease is listed below

74



Study of instream flow needs must be made

Flow recommendation formulated

Review by CWCB

Decision CWCB acceptsAccepts with modificationRejects
flow recommendation

Water Availability Study type of study dependent upon
whether an appropriation acquisition or lease is

contemplated

Decision CWCB determines physicallegal availability
of water

Preliminary Public Notice does not apply to leases

Final Public Notice does not apply to leases

Water court action does not apply to leases

Agreement to convey may be concurrent with other steps

Agreement to protect may be concurrent with other

steps

Questions reaardina therocess impediments include

Are the procedures for dealing with objectors to instream
flow filings an impediment to obtaining instream flow rights
for endangered fish

IV MISCELLANEOUS

Assuming that the Salinity Control Program produces salvage
water in the Grand Valley are there impediments to use of
that water for the benefit of endangered fish

Until the uncertainties regarding the flow needs of

endangered fish are resolved would protection of interim
flows satisfy the goals of the Recovery Program

Do the authorizing laws f

Gap reservoirs impede the
reservoirs for endangered

Do past determinations of
for endangered species

r Ruedi Green Mountain and Rifle
use of water stored in these
fish

minimum required apply to flows

15



c What are the criteria that the Board will use in determining
the appropriate quantity of instream flow for endangered
fish

16
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Preliminary List of Potential Impediments to Appropriation
Lease Acquisition andor Protection of Instream Flows for

Endangered Species

This preliminary list of potential impediments is provided in a

format that reflects the decision processes followed by the
Colorado Water Conservation Board Some potential impediments do

not fit into this format and are included in a miscellaneous
section The following outline is in four major parts
Substantive Findings Protection of Water Rights Process and

Miscellaneous

I SIIBSTANTIVE FINDINGS By the Board Regarding Appropriation
Lease or Acquisition of Instream Flows

A Elements Common to All Instream Flow Appropriations Leases

or Acquisitions

Element 1 The Board must make a determination that the

flows are the minimum required totreserve the natural

environment to a reasonable degree

With regard to this element the Boardmust make

determinations regarding 1 use and 2 quantity The

determination of use is embodied in the words that the

flows are required to preserve the natural environment
The quantity determination is embodied in the words minimum

required It appears that to a reasonable degree could

apply to either use or quantity Questions regarding
potential impediments to providing flows for endangered fish
have been raised in terms of both the use and quantity
determinations as described below

Questions regarding type of use include

Questions regarding quantity include

1 Is the state law in reference to Minimum requirements to

protect the environment to a reasonable degree inconsistent
with flows needed for fish recovery

2 Are there impediments in prior CWCB decisions to protecting
f lows for fish recovery

1
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3 How should the Board address the uncertainties in the

quantity of the flow recommendations eg A Use of

professional judgement B Methodology and C Consistency
of methodology

4 What latitude does the Board have to address situations in

which it is not feasible to establish relationships between

flow and population andor habitat

Element 2 The appropriation acctuisition or lease of water for

instream uses shall not deprive the people of the state of

Colorado of the beneficial use of those waters available by law

and interstate compact

This element raises impediment issues related to 1
interstate compact administration and 2 the relationship
among flows dedicated to endangered fish and other uses of

water within the state Questions regarding impediments
related to these two categories are listed below

Questions regarding compact issues include

5 Is the potential for conflicts between full compact
development and the instream flows needed for the endangered
fish How can such conflicts be avoided or resolved

a Can Colorado identify in a timely manner its compact
apportionment delivery andor requirements on a stream

by stream basis

b If timely identification of compact allocations is not

possible what instream flow protection is possible Is

a concern that instream water rights secured under the

Recovery Program will implicitly allocate compact flows

among tributaries an impediment to securing instream
flow rights for endangered fish

c Do compact delivery requirements present an impediment
to protection of instream flows in the Yampa or 15 mile
reach for the benefit of the endangered fish

d Is the fact that water must be available to preserve the

natural environment without material injury to water

rights an impediment

e Is consideration of conditional water rights in making
the determination of physical and legal availability an

impediment

2
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f Does the Maybell Compact delivery prohibit dedication of
the senior Juniper water rights to instream flow

protection

g Does the future full development of Colorados compact
entitlement of water from the Colorado River system
present an impediment to near term provision and the

protection of instream flows for the benefit of the fish
in the 15 mile reach and Yampa River

h Would the conversion of the JuniperCross Mountain water

rights to instream flow rights for the fish present an

unavoidable impediment to full development of Colorados

compact entitlement

Questions regarding competing beneficial uses include

6 Is either a the statutory requirement that water be

physically and legally available or b the method of

determination of the physical and legal availability of

water an impediment to protection of instream flows for

endangered fish species c How often must water be
available in order to make an appropriation

7 Do the differences in the legal criteria and process between
instream and noninstream water rights give a higher value
to the latter Is this an impediment

Include CWCB Policies of

Conditional rights
Inundation
De minimis injury settlement

60day notice requirement for instream rights

Statutory differences include

Prohibition on condemnation
Nonreliance on imported water
Present undecreed uses

B Elements Specific to Approuriation or Acquisition Purchase
or Lease

Certain elements of the Boards decision processes apply to
either appropriation or acquisition Questions regarding
potential impediments related to each are presented below

3



4uestions regardingauropriation include

8 Is it possible to acquire an interim instream flow right
subject to future review and refinement based on new data

A Until the uncertainties regarding the flow needs of

endangered fish are resolved would protection of

interim flows satisfy the goals of the Recovery
Program

B Can FWS rely on the interim flow in its biological
opinion

9 Does the operation of Orchard Mesa check present an

impediment to the protection of instream flows for the

benefit of the fish

A Does the prohibition of condemnation present an

impediment

10 How can an instream flow right under state law be described
quantified and appropriated that varies annually and

instantaneously

Absolute Water Rights

11 How should the interests of FWS and the Recovery Program be

protected in the process of converting absolute rights to

instream flow rights for the endangered fish eg
Protection from subordination of rights or diminishment of

quantity

Conditional Water Rights

12 Does Colorado law allow the conversion of conditional water

rights to absolute instream flow rights

II PROTECTION OF WATER RIGHTS

4uestions raised regarding impediments to protection of

instream flows are listed below

13 Under what circumstances will CWCB be a party to the lease

of water storage or direct flow for instream flow

purposes

4



14 When does a water right decree allow a release of stored
water for instream use to be protected from diversion Both
federal and nonfederal reservoirs should be considered
Must the Board hold some interest in the storage release to

protect it from being diverted Issues include decreed

beneficial uses and Judge Brown rights

15 What assurances do the FWS and Recovery Program need that

instream flow rights will be protected under State law Are

these assurances an impediment to obtaining rights for
instream flows

III PROCESS

The current process for establishing instream flows by
appropriation acquisition or lease is listed below

Study of instream flow needs pursuant to the RIP

Flow recommendation formulated pursuant to the RIP

Review by CWCB and other interested agencies

Decision CWCB acceptsAccepts with modificationRejects
flow recommendation

Water Availability Study type of study dependent upon
whether an appropriation acquisition or lease is

contemplatedcan be done concurrent with flow

recommendations

Decision CWCB determines physicallegal availability
of water

Preliminary Public Notice does not apply to leases

Final Public Notice does not apply to leases

Water court action does not apply to leases

Agreement to convey may be concurrent with other steps

Agreement to protect may be concurrent with other

steps

Questions regarding the process impediments include

5



IV MISCELLANEOUS

16 Assuming that the Salinity Control Program or other actions

produce salvage or saved water in the Grand Valley are

there impediments to use of that water for the benefit of

endangered fish eg i with state iaw 2 other

institutional impediments

17 Do the authorizing laws for federal reservoirs impede the

use of water stored inthese reservoirs for endangered fish

18 Is sufficient progress issue an impediment to protecting
flows Or is protection of flows in timely enough manner

to allow new federal actions to go forward

19 What happens when competing fishery instrument flow rights
sport vs endangered fish comes before CWCB

20 Isthe perceived lack of progress and emphasis in other

aspects of RIP an impediment

21 Is the perceived inadequacy of recovery goals an impediment

22 How will other RIP parties including the Bur Rec deal
with situations in which it is not feasible to establish
relationship between flowand population andor habitat

23 CWCB criteria for acquisition of rights unclear No recipe
Lack of planning standards Lack of substantiveprocess
clarity Need tobreak new ground in reference to state

water law and policy No precedent

24 Is the lack of grassroots constituency support within

agencies and among public an impediment

25 Complexity of interpreting biological data vs engineering
data technical cultural clash

6



University of Colorado at Denver

Center for PublicPrivate Sector Cooperation
Center for the Improvement of Public Management

1445 Market Street Suite 380

Denver Colorado 80202

Phone 303 8205650

Fax 303 5348774

Neirorandum

To iieeting participants

Iarch 30 1992

rrm Lloyd Burton Lisa Carlson Ken Torp University of

Colorado it Dsnver Center for PublicPrivate Sector

Cooperaton

Subject April 1992 meeting to discuss issues related to water

acquisitrion for endangered fishes

As we agreed enclosed are the results of the tally cheat of hu

imedirlents wish the four categories agreed to at the last meeting
Please review these results and be prepared to put the issues in

priority order in terms of how this working group ought to spend
its time Trot everyone put all issues into eategoris so the

cumulative totals by issue will vary As you may recall this
straw poll is intended to assist the group in disclosing the
areas of agreement and disagreement and to assist us in designing
an agenda that will more fully meet your needs If you have ally
questions or corrections please do not hesitate to call

ThA next meeting will be from 800 am to 500 pIe on Aprw16
1992 at 1445 Market Street suite 504 This is the same building
we were in last meeting but in a room of the Denver Chamber If

yeu found the chairs uncomfortable Gt the last meeting bring a

pillow to sit on as we were unable to find affordable space pith

padded chairs

If you will be unable to attend the meeting on April 6 please call
Lisa Carlson at 8205663 and leave a message Once again if you
have any questions or concerns please call us



TALLY 9f

Instructions For each of the impediments listed below please check the single response which

best represents your sense of priorities The categories are as follows

Critical must resolvedeal breaker

In progress being resolved

Not urgent cant affect bin

Middle of the road

1 Is the state law in reference to Minimum requirements to protect the

environment to a reasonable degree inconsistent with flows needed for fish

recovery

2 Are there impediments in prior CWCB decisions to protecting flows for fish

recovery

3 How should the Board address the uncertainties in the quantity of the flow

recommendations leg A Use of professional judgement B Methodology
and C Consistency of methodology 1

4
What latitude does the Board have to address situations in which it is not

feasible to establish relationships between flow and population andor

habitat

5 Is the potential for conflicts between full compact development and the

instream flows needed for the endangered fish How can such conflicts be

avoided or resolved

a Can Colorado identify in a timely manner its compact apportionment
delivery andor requirements on a streamby stream basis

b If timely identification of compact allocations is not possible what

instream flow protection is possible Is a concern that instream water

rights secured under the Recovery Program will implicitly allocate

compact flows among tributaries an impediment to securing instream

flow rights for endangered fish

c Do compact delivery requirements present an impediment to protection
of instream flows in the Yampa or 15 mile reach for the benefit of the

endangered fish

d Is the fact that water must be available to preserve the natural

environment without material injury to water rights an impediment

a

0

o

O 7
as

20
3 3 3 5

5 2 2 4

9 3 1 1

9 3 3

12 1

6 8 1

6 1 7 1

7 3 2 3

2 0 6 4

1
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o

e Is consideration of conditional water rights in making the

determination of physical and legal availability an impediment

Does the Maybell Compact delivery prohibit dedication of the senior

Juniper water rights to instream flow protection

g Does the future full development of Coloradoscompact entitlement of

water from the Colorado River system present an impediment to near

term provision and the protection of instream flows for the benefit of

the fish in the 15 mile reach and Yampa River

h Would the conversion of the JuniperCross Mountain water rights to

instream flow rights for the fish present an unavoidable impediment to

full development of Colorados compact entitlement

6 Is either al the statutory requirement that water be physically and legally
available or b the method of determination of the physical and legal
availability of water an impediment to protection of instream flows for

endangered fish species c How often must water be available in order to

make an appropriation

7 Do the differences in the legal criteria and process between instream and

noninstream water rights give a higher value to the latter Is this an

impediment

Is it possible to acquire an interim instream flow right subject to future

review and refinement based on new data

A Until the uncertainties regarding the flow needs of endangered fish are

resolved would protection of interim flows satisfy the goals of the

Recovery Program

B Can FWS rely on the interim flow in its biological opinion

9 Does the operation of Orchard Mesa check present an impediment to the

protection of instream flows for the benefit of the fish

ADoes the prohibition of condemnation present an impediment

10 How can an instream flow right under state law be described quantified and

appropriated that varies annually and instantaneously

11 How should the interests of FWS and the Recovery Program be protected in

the process of converting absolute rights to instream flow rights for the

endangered fish eg Protection from subordination of rights or

diminishment of quantity

5 2 5 1

3 1 3 7

8 3 2

3 4 3 4

5 3 6

1 1 9 2

7 4 3

7 3 3

6 2 2 2

1 8 4

1 3 3 5

5 6 2

6 6 2

2
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Does Colorado law allow the conversion of conditional water rights to

absolute instream flow rights

13 Under what circumstances will CWCB be a party to the lease of water

storage or direct flow for instream flow purposes

14 When does a water right decree allow a release of stored water for instream

use to be protected from diversion Both federal and nonfederal reservoirs

should be considered Must the Board hold some interest in the storage
release to protect it from being diverted Issues include decreed beneficial

uses and Judge Brown rights

15 What assurances do the FWS and Recovery Program need that instream flow

rights will be protected under State law Are these assurances an

impediment to obtaining rights for instream flows

16 Assuming that the Salinity Control Program or other actions produce salvage
or saved water in the Grand Valley are there impediments to use of that

water for the benefit of endangered fish eg 11 with state law 2 other

institutional impediments

17 Do the authorizing laws for federal reservoirs impede the use of water stored

in these reservoirs for endangered fish

18 Is sufficient progress issue an impediment to protecting flows Or is

protection of flows in timely enough manner to allow new federal actions to

go forward

19 What happens when competing fishery instrument flow rights sport vs

endangered fish comes before CWCB

20 Is the perceived lack of progress and emphasis in other aspects of RIP an

impediment

21 Is the perceived inadequacy of recovery goals an impediment

22 How will other RIP parties including the Bur Rec deal with situations in

which it is not feasible to establish a relationship between flow and

population andor habitat

23 CWCB criteria for acquisition of rights unclear No recipe Lack of planning
standards Lack of substantiveprocess clarity Need to break new ground in

reference to state water law and policy No precedent

24 Is the lack of grassroots constituency support within agencies and among

public an impediment

25 Complexity of interpreting biological data vs engineering data technical
cultural clash

2 s 2 2

4 3 4 3

3 5 5 1

7 3 3 1

4 2 8

5 2 6 1

5 8 1

1 3 4 6

7 4 1 2

5 8 2

6 1 5 2

5 5 3 1

6 1 4 3

9 2 2 1

S 3



University of Colorado at Denver

Center for PublicPrivate Sector Cooperation
Center for the Improvement of Public Management

1445 Market Street Suite 380

Denver Colorado 80202

Phone 303 8205650

Fax 303 5348774

Memorandum

To Meeting participants

April 28 1992

From Lloyd Burton Lisa Carlson Ken Torp University of

Colorado at Denver Center for PublicPrivate Sector

Cooperation

Subject Revised list of potential impediments to appropriation
lease acquisition andor protection of instream flows

for endangered species

Encl 1 Priority List of Impediments by Category
2 Preliminary List of Potential Impediments to

Appropriation Lease Acquisition andor Protection
of Instream Flows for Endangered Species Redraft
42892

Enclosed is the revised list of impediments by categories and the

revision of the Guru II document For tracking purposes the Guru

II document lists the impediments in their original question form

along with the priority category and the intended actionedits
agreed to at the last meeting If you choose to put a final

report into a format that reflects the decision processes
followed by the Colorado Water Conseration Board this document will
have to be reworked If you have any questions or corrections

regarding these documents please call Lisa Carlson before the next

meeting on June 1 at 8205663

We are pleased to have the opportunity to work with youfor the
next two meetings in June and July Since the Guru II group
apparently sees itself principally in the role of fashioning and

making recommendations to decision making authorities external to
this process it may be advisable to think in terms of multiple
alternative means of achieving the group members respective policy
objectives From the perspective of the collaborative problem
solving process we suggest performing the following tasks which
must be done in sequence

a Make sure all the issues have been translated into the

form of solvable problemsie how to questions



7

4

b Without attribution or evaluation generate as many
alternative solutions to each problem as possible at
least 4 from each participant on the first round they
can be writtten anonymously and passed to the recorder
for drafting and tallying

c After the generation of alternative solutions define

multiple criteria to be used to evaluate alternative
solutions Example to resolve technical culture

clash proposed solutions must have rational basis in
both hydrologic analysis and biological science

d Apply criteria to alternative solutions eg multi
dimensional scoring matrix to achieve rankordering of

proposed solutions Depending on how they cluster this

may result in one strongly recommended solution or in an

array of alternatives which may score high on some

criteria low on others resulting in similar average
scores

The next two meetings have been scheduled for June 1 and July 20 at
1445 Market Street Suite 503 Please make sure you have noted
these fullday meetings on your calendars If you are unable to
attend these meetings please call Lisa Carlson at 8205663 as soon

as possible As always if you have any questions or have

suggestions for the next meeting please do not hesitate to call



PRIORITY LIST OF IMPEDIMENTS BY CATEGORY

CATEGORY I Critical Work on NOW may or may not be this

group

A Uncertainty Issues Imediments 3425 from Guru II redraft
22892

How can CWCB address uncertainty in the relationship
between flow and population andor habitat

How can better communication be achieved on instream flow
needs and the criteria for evaluating those needs

B Compact issues Development vs instream flows
15 A B C 6 H

How can potential conflicts be resolved between full

compact development and instream flows needed for

endangered fish

Step 1 Identify Colorados compact entitlement andor
requirements on a streambystream basis

Step 2 Until step i is complete identify what instream
flow protection is possible Is a concern that
instream water rights secured under the Recovery
Program will implicitly allocate compact flows

amoung tributaties an impediment to securing
instream flow rights for endangered fish

Steo 3 When step 1 is complete determine whether full

development of Colorados compact entitlement
presents an impediment to provision and protection
of instream flows for benefit of fish in 15 Mile
Reach and Yampa

Step 4 Determine whether or not the conversion of the

JuniperCross Mountain water rights to instream
flow rights for the fish present an unawoindable
impediment to full developement of Colorados
compact entitlement

C How can interim instream flow protection be used to address
uncertainties about flow needs and compact entitlement

Determine the extent to which the USFWS can rely on interim
flows in its biological opinion 8 A B

D Determine whethersufficient progress issue is an impediment



to protecting flows and whether the protection of flows is in
a timely enough manner to allow new federal actions to go
forward 18

Determine whether the perceeved lack of progress and emphasis
in other aspects of RIP is an impediment 20

Determine whether the perceived inadequacy of recovery goals
is an impediment 21

7

E How can more grassroots support be generated among and within

agencies concerned interest groups and the public for
instream flow protection and recovery of fish 24

CATEGORY II Important Work on next may already be in
progress

2 Are there impediments in prior CWCB decisions to protecting
flows for fish recovery eg The Blue River case policies
on conditional water rights

6 Is either a the statutory requirement that water be

physically and legally available or b the method of

determination of the physical and legal availability of water
an impediment to protection of instreamflows for endangered
fish species c How often must water be available in order to
make an appropriation d previously 5 d Is the fact that
water must be available to preserve the natural environment
without material injury to water rights an impediment e
previously 5 e Is consideration of conditional water

rights in making the determination of physical and legal
availability an impediment

11 How should the interests of FWS and the Recovery Program be

protected in the process of converting absolute rights to
instream flow rights for the endangered fish eg
Protection from subordination of rights or diminishment of

quantity a previously 15J What assurances do the FWS and

Recovery Program need that instream flow rights will be

protected under State law Are these assurances an impediment
to obtaining rights for instream flows

12 Does Colorado law allow the conversion of conditional water

rights to absolute instream flow rights

13 Under what circumstances will CWCB be a party to the lease of
water storage or direct flow for instream flow purposes

14 When does a water right decree allow a release of stored water



for instream use to be protected from diversion Both federal
and nonfederal reservoirs should be considered Must the
Board hold some interest in the storage release to protect it
from being diverted Issues include decreed beneficial uses

and Judge Brown rights

16 Assuming that the Salinity Control Program or other actions

produce salvage or saved water in the Grand Valley are there

impediments to use of that water for the benef it of endangered
fish eg 1 with state law 2 other institutional
impediments

22 How will other RIP parties including the Bur Rec deal
with situations in which it is not feasible to establish

relationship between flow and population andor habitat

23 CWCB criteria for acquisition of rights unclear No recipe
Lack of planning standards Lack of substantiveprocess
clarity Need to break new ground in reference to state water
law and policy No precedent

CATEGORY III Long term Work later

1 Is the state law in reference to Minimum requirements to

protect the environment to a reasonable degree inconsistent
with flows needed for fish recovery

7 Do the differences in the legal criteria and process between
instream and noninstream water rights give a higher value to
the latter Is this an impediment

Include CWCB Policies of

Conditional rights
Inundation
De minimis injury settlement

60day notice requirement for instream rights

Statutory differences include

Prohibition on condemnation
Nonreliance on imported water
Present undecreed uses

9 A Does the prohibition of condemnation present an

impediment

10 How can an instream flow right under state law be described
quantified and appropriated that varies annually and



instantaneously

17 Do the authorizing laws for federal reservoirs impede the use

of water stored in these reservoirs for endangered fish

19 What happens when competing fishery instrument flow rights
sport vs endangered fish comes before CWCB

CATEGORY IV NONISSUES

5 f Does the Maybell Compact delivery prohibit dedication of the

senior Juniper water rights to instreamflow protection

9 Does the operation of Orchard Mesa check present an impediment
to the protection of instream flows for the benefit of the
fish
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Preliminary List of Potential Impediments to Appropriation
Lease Acquisition andor Protection of Instream Flows for

Endangered Species

This preliminary list of potential impediments is provided in a

format that reflects the decision processes followed by the
Colorado Water Conservation Board Some potential impediments do
not fit into this format and are included in a miscellaneous
section The following outline is in four major parts
Substantive Findings Protection of Water Rights Process and
Miscellaneous

I SIIBSTANTIVE FINDINGS By the Board Regarding Appropriation
Lease or Acquisition of Instream Flows

A Elements Common to All Instream Flow Appropriations Leases
or Acquisitions

Element 1 The Board must make a determination that the
flows are the minimum reauired to Qreserve the natural
environment to a reasonable degree

With regard to this element the Board must make
determinations regarding 1 use and 2 quantity The
determination of use is embodied in the words that the
flows are required to preserve the natural environment
The quantity determination is embodied inthe words minimum
required It appears that to a reasonable degree could

apply to either use or quantity Questions regarding
potential impediments to providing flows for endangered fish
have been raised in terms of both the use and quantity
determinations as described below

Questions regardina type of use include

Questions regardina quantity include

1 Is the state law in reference to Minimum requirements to

protect the environment to a reasonable degree inconsistent
with flows needed for fish recovery Category III

2 Are there impediments in prior CWCB decisions to protecting
flows for fish recovery eg The Blue River case policies
on conditional water rights Category II

1



3 How should the Board address the uncertainties in the

quantity of the flow recommendations eg A Use of

professional judgement B Methodology and C Consistency
of methodology Category I

4 What latitude does the Board have to address situations in
which it is not feasible to establish relationships between
flow and population andor habitat Category I

Add 25 combine s three and four

Element 2 The appropriation acquisition or lease of water for
instream uses shall not deprive the people of the state of
Colorado of the beneficial use of those waters available by law
and interstate compact

This element raises impediment issues related to 1
interstate compact administration and 2 the relationship
among flows dedicated to endangered fish and other uses of
water within the state Questions regarding impediments
related to these two categories are listed below

Questions regarding compact issues include

5 Is the potential for conflicts between full compact
development and the instream flows needed for the endangered
fish How can such conflicts be avoided or resolved

Category I

a Can Colorado identify in a timely manner its compact
apportionment delivery andor requirements on a stream

by stream basis Category I

b If timely identification of compact allocations is not

possible what instream flow protection is possible Is
a concern that instream water rights secured under the

Recovery Program will implicitly allocate compact flows

among tributaries an impediment to securing instream
flow rights for endangered fish Category I

c Do compact delivery requirements present an impediment
to protection of instream flows in the Yampa or 15 mile
reach for the benefit of the endangered fish Category
I

d Is the fact that water must

natural environment without

rights an impediment
Move to 6 as 6 d

be available to preserve the

material injury to water

2



e Is consideration of conditional water rights in making
the determination of physical and legal availability an

impediment
Move to 6 as 6 e

f Does the Maybell Compact delivery prohibit dedication of

the senior Juniper water rights to instream flow

protection
Answer is noCategory IV

g Does the future full development of Colorados compact
entitlement of water from the Colorado River system
present an impediment to near term provision and the

protection of instream flows for the benefit of thefish
in the 15 mile reach and Yampa River Category I

h Would the conversion of the JuniperCross Mountain water

rights to instream flow rights for the fish present an

unavoidable impediment to full development of Colorados

compact entitlement Category I

questions regarding competing beneficial uses include

6 Is either a the statutory requirement that water be

physically and legally available or b the method of

determination of the physical and legal availability of

water an impediment to protection of instream flows for

endangered fish species c How often must water be

available in order to make an appropriation Category II

7 Do the differences in the

instream and noninstream
tothe latter Is this an

Include CWCB Policies of

legal criteria and process between

water rights give a higher value

impediment Category III

Conditional rights
Inundation
De minimis injury settlement

60day notice requirement for instream rights

Statutory differences include

Prohibition oncondemnation
Nonreliance on imported water
Present undecreed uses

3



B ElementsSpecific to Appropriation or Acquisition Purchase
or Lease

Certain elements of the Boards decision processes apply to
either appropriation or acquisition Questions regarding
potential impediments related to each are presented below

estions regarding appropriation include

8 Is it possible to acquire an interim instream flow right
subject to future review and refinement based on new data

Category I

A Until the uncertainties regarding the flow needs of

endangered fish are resolved would protection of

interim flows satisfy the goals of the Recovery
Program Category I

B Can FWS rely on the interim flow in its biological
opinion Category I

Combine 8 8a and 8 b with 3 and 4

9 Does the operation of Orchard Mesa check present an

impediment to the protection of instream flows for the
benefit of the fish Category IV

A Does the prohibition of condemnation present an

impediment Category III

10 How can an instream flow right under state law be described
quantified and appropriated that varies annually and

instantaneously Category III

Absolute Water Ricrhts

11 How should the interests of FWS and the Recovery Program be

protected in the process of converting absolute rights to
instream flow rights for the endangered fish eg
Protection from subordination of rights or diminishment of

quantityCategory II

Conditional Water Rights

12 Does Colorado law allow the conversion of conditional water

rights to absolute instream flow rights Category II

4



II PROTECTION OF WATER RIGHTS

Questions raised regarding imtediments to protection of

instream flows are listed below

13 Under what circumstances will CWCB be a party to the lease

of water storage or direct flow for instream flow

purposes Category II

14 When does a water right decree allow a release of stored

water for instream use to be protected from diversion Both
federal and nonfederal reservoirs should be considered
Must the Board hold some interest in the storage release to

protect it from being diverted Issues include decreed

beneficial uses and Judge Brown rights Category II

III PROCESS

The current process for establishing instream flows by
appropriation acquisition or lease is listed below

Study of instream flow needs pursuant to the RIP

Flow recommendation formulated pursuant to the RIP

Review by CWCB and other interested agencies

Decision CWCB acceptsAccepts with modificationRejects
flow recommendation

Water Availability Study type of study dependent upon
whether an appropriation acquisition or lease is

contemplatedcan be done concurrent with flow

recommendations

Decision CWCB determines physicallegal availability
of water

Preliminary Public Notice does not apply to leases

Final Public Notice does not apply to leases

Water court action does not apply to leases

Agreement to convey may be concurrent with other steps

Agreement to protect may be concurrent with other

steps

5



Questions regarding the process impediments include

IV MISCELLANEOUS

15 What assurances do the FWS and Recovery Program need that

instream flow rights will be protected under State law Are

these assurances an impediment to obtaining rights for

instream flows Category II
Combine with 11

16 Assuming that the Salinity Control Program or other actions

produce salvage or saved water in the Grand Valley are

there impediments to use of that water for the benefit of

endangered fish eg 1 with state law 2 other

institutional impediments Category II

17 Do the authorizing laws for federal reservoirs impede the

use of water stored in these reservoirs for endangered fish

Category III

18 Is sufficient progress issue an impediment to protecting
flows Or is protection of flows in timely enough manner

to allow new federal actions to go forward Category I

19 What happens when competing fishery instrument flow rights
sport vs endangered fish comes before CWCB Category
III

20 Is the perceived lack of progress and emphasis in other

aspects of RIP an impediment Category I
Combine with 18 as 18a

21 Is the perceived inadequacy of

Category I
Combine with 18 as 18b

22 How will other RIP parties
with situations in which it is

relationship between flow and

Category II

recovery goals an impediment

including the Bur Rec deal

not feasible to establish

population andor habitat

23 CWCB criteria for acquisition of rights unclear No recipe
Lack of planning standards Lack of substantiveprocess
clarity Need to break new ground in reference to state

water law and policy No precedent Category II

24 Is the lack of grassroots constituency support within

agencies and among public an impediment Category I

25 Complexity of interpreting biological data vs engineering
data technical cultural clash Category I

combine with 3 and 4

6
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SUJFI Discussion of rterim mow Concept
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T PPaPng ows Irss therm those recosmended by deFS

ApproPriating eonditiorloxs that would need to be reaffirmed at certaintime iatervaLs by the oard

G PPropriating lows subject to reduction if it is determined Char Chase flowswould adverselyaect Colorados ability to develop its compact apportionmeator if farther studies by Fhe S indicate thaz they are ton Large
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The interim 2aw coucetwatd aIIaw the S and water trsea to refine Calorddos
Compact issues how match water is CoIoradoentled to and where will it be developedwhile aIIowiDg the CGS toretueits present how recomrnendaian and also allow the GURUI srIIdy to be completed If scYCOessful interim protection ofream flows may bclp resolvethe impasse that we zre facing on this issue
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424NS FQRINTERIM FLOW PROTECTION

BACKGROUND

At the last GURUII meeting the concept of interim flow protection
was broached Participants in GURUII recognized that the issues

surrounding the interpretation of Colorado River and IIpper Colorado
River compacts are complex To adequately evaluate the impact of

protecting large instream flowsie the FWSs springfvw

recommendations for the 15Mile Reach of the Colorado River and the
lower Xampa River on Colorados ability to utilize its compact
apportionment will take years The concept of interim or reviewable
instream flow water rights surfaced as a method of providing legal
protection for fish flows until we have a better understanding of when
and where Colorados compact entitlements will be consumed A

reviewable approach to instream water rights would also provide the FWS

with time to further refine their flow recommendations and to justify
them biologically

The assumption is that any water that would flow out gfttte Btate

of Colorado under alZ passible interpretations of the compacts might be

permanently protected with instream water rightsfrol3LtCe4To
the extent that there was any resolution of the varioucampact
interpretations permanent flow protection coud be based on that

resolution rather than on those lowest common denominator among the

interpretations The following options address those bows that could

be allocated to one truaryor another under the compacts or that inay
on1y be depleted in Colorado if the compacts are interpreted one way or

the other the three boxes in the lower efthand corner of the Compact
Issues Chart These options also address just those flows that the

FWS believes are necessary to recover the fish

INTERIM FLOW OPTIONS

1 Appropriate Smaller lews Than Recoauaended by tbs FWS For Mom

Under this option
base ow recommended

late the lower

March ows in the15 rieRehowever foreiigirspringflow

recommendations far example the April May and June flows in t17e 15

Mile Reach the CWCB could choose to permanently appropriate say 50

of the FWS recommendation leaving the remaining 50 for develapmert
In the future vnre we have mare hydrologic and biological information
the CWCS could then seek a junior but permanent appropriation for the

remaining amount

COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS

A This kind of strategy would allow us to proceed immediately on

pexnanent appropriations for the less controversial flow



recommendations For example the FW5 has recommended a printer flow in
the 15Mile Reach of between about 10op cfs and 2000 cfs Since the
United States owns a power right at the top of the SMile Reach for 800

cfs with a very senior date the CWCB Gould probably conduct a study
similar to what they did far the July through September recommendations
and conclude that at least 800 cfs is legally availabe foar
appropriation during the winter in the 15ile Reach perhapc more

Given the large amount of conditional oi shalerights just upstream of

Cameo however showing that a than 800 cfs is legally available for
the longterm may be difficult

B This kind of strategy does not provide ugfront protection of
flows that may be important to the recovery of the fish the high
spring flows which might leave a question about the ability of the

program to recover the fish It also leaves open the question of how

the FW5 will evaluate upstream water projects in Section 7

consultations especially those that would store during the spring
runoff If the FWS takes the position that proposed projects must b8

evaluated by how they impact the flow recommendations rather than the

smaller instream flow rights then the recovery program may not provide
a reasonable and prudent alternative to the depletion of recommended
flows that are not yet protected by instream water rights

D The spring flow recommendations even if they are sought to be

only partly protected by permanent instream water rights frown the

outset may create a considerable problem for the CWCS in determining
the question of legal water availability How dothey handle upstream
conditional rights Could it be successfully argued as it recently was

n the Gunnison River basin concerning claims for new tranavntinental
appropriations that there are so many upstream conditional rights that
there is legally little or no water for a new instream flow water might

2 Appropriate Instream Floor Water frights Based oa the Full Amounts
Recommended by the Fibs but make the instream Rights Daly Valid for

a Time Certain Without Further CitCB AQtian

Under this option the CWCS would seek to appropriate the full

amount of the FWS flow recommendations but the application would

providefor a limited life span of the water right ie 1015 years
At the end of the specified life the CWCB would then have to go back to
water court to either 1 justify continuing the fullamount of a FWs
flaw recomtncndation as an instream crater right for another 10 or 15

years 2 make permanent only part of the FWS flow recommendation and
continue the balance for another limited time period 3 make permanent
Atnly a part cif the FWSflow rpccsmmPtdaticn ant net continuE the

balance or 4 make permanent the full amount of the FWS recommendation
The criteria far making these decisions after the expiration of a

pQri fi ed 1ifp span cctld be whether flows that had been given interim

protection were now clearly needed for compact development or whether

permanent instream flow protection wasnow clearly bologically
just ified

2
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GCMMENTS ANb QUESTIONS

A The concept of providing sunset previsions for instream flow
water rights is new to Colorado but could be based on the CWCBs

statutory authority to determine what is reasonable for instream
appropriation and how such instream appropriatons should be
correlated with the activities of mankind which are determinations
that may be appropriate to review over time This is the practice in
Idaho which has a statute on instream flow water rights similar to
Colorados In Idaho reopeners are included in all instream permits
and licenses because the public interest in protecting instream flows

may change over time even though such a reopener is not expressly
authoxized by the Idaho statute But the courts in Colorado may not

accept sunset provisions without a change n the CWCBs statute or

opposers may not accept it If the CWCB seeks to extend the interim
protection rather than make it permanent opposers may argue for
abandonment and insist on a junior priority date for each new period or

a kind of due diligence may apply to guard against unjustified or

speculative extenslons

B From water availability and compact standpoints this option
provides considerable flexibility The CWCB staff could look at the

question of water availability in terms of a 1015 year window For
this short period assumptions will be easier to make and justify about
conditional water rights and compact apportionments However under
this option the CWCB would still have to review water availability for
each renewal period yr if it sought to make the flow protection
permanent

C While the interim water right protection was in place the FWS
flow recommendations would enjoy the fullest protection possible under a

newly appropriated water right New depletions could occur under more

junior water rights only to the extent that water was available over and
above the FWS flow recommendations Any new depletions that occurred
under a change of a senior right would have to be offset by retiring the

historic or contemplated depletions that occurred or would have
occurred under that senior right as originally appropriated The

interim rights might even give the FWS standing to question the diligent
development of senior conditional water rights that woud result in the
depletion of the FWS flow recommendations

D The only threat that such interim water rights would not

protect against are depletions under senior conditional water rights
whose diligent development was unquestionable Those senior conditional
water rights whose diligence was unquestionable could be targeted for

purchase Tf they were not for sale and their development was clear and

fairly imminent then the recovery program may not be provide a

reasonable and prudent alternative to depletions ofthe irWS flow

recommendation under such senior conditional water rights

E If the interim water rights were not extended the FWS would
be in the same position as it is now its initial flow recommendations

3



would not be legally protected with instream water rights but it might
also be unable to consider a recovery program which no longer included
water rights protection of its flow recommendations as a reasonable and
prudent alternative to any new or historic depletions which occurred
after the expiration of the interim flew protection

Appropriate Instram Floor water Rights Based oa the Fuli AmQVats
Recommended by th FiVB without Any 81uis3et Provisions

IIndear this option there would be no automatic review or sunset of
new and junior instream flow appropriations for the full amounts
recommended by the FWS But if it was later determined that the flow
amounts needed to recover the fzsh weave less than those initially
recommended by the FWS the unneeded amounts would be abandoned Like
the previous option this option may not provide a reasonable and

prudent alternative to the development of senior conditional water

rights that would result in the depletion of the initial FWS flow
recommendations

4 Any Nvuaber of Combaaatana

Combinations of these options are conceivable such as appropriating
less than the full FWS flow recomanendatons vn certain streams such as

the lower Colorado but appropriating the full amount on other streams
such as the Yampa or Little Snake yr vice versa which could provide
for more flexibility in developing compact apportionments Another

combination would be to permanently appropriate the FWSs full flow
recommendations on certain streams end use sunset provisions on ethers
Another would be permanentand interim appropriations on the same

stream which together covered all or less than the full flew
recommendations

Cfil Cfil J H 1 J OhfL n u rrr rn r rr r r err r x



University of Colorado at Denver

Graduate School of Public Affairs

1445 Market Street Suite 350

Denver Colorado 80202

Phone 303 8205600

Fax 303 5348774

June S 1992

To Guru II

From CU facilitation team

ReDraftrestatement of residual Category II issues for purposes of discussion revision

addition deletion etc

Note Most of the Category II issues were originally stated in the form of Is an

impediment For the purposes of thisrecharacterization we have assumed that the

answer to each of these questions is affirmative and the remaining problem is how that

impediment should be overcome However this does not preclude the possibility that at

the next meeting some of these issues will upon discussion and reflection no longer be

viewed as problems requiring Guru II membership attention or that changed
circumstances require that the issue be reformulated once again

6 a How can the statutory requirement that water be physically and legally available be

interpreted to accommodate the protection of instream flows for endangered fish species

b How can the method of determination of the physical and legal availability be used

to accommodate the protection of instream flows for endangered fish species

c How should it be determined how often must water be available in order to make

an appropriation

d How should water be made available to preserve the natural environment without

materially injuring water rights

e How should the status of conditional water rights be considered in making a

determination on the physical and legal availability of water

11 How should the interests of FWS and the Recovery Program be protected in the

process of converting absolute rights to instream flow rights for the endangered fisheg
protection from subordination of rights of diminution in quantity

a How can RIP instream flow rights be assured under state law

b How can these assurances be made in a way that does not impede obtaining such

rights



13 How should the CWCB define the circumstances under which it will be a party to the
lease of water storage or direct flow for instream flow purposes eg what factors should it

take into account

16 How can state law and other institutional considerations be accommodated in order to

allow the use of salvage or saved water from the Grand Valley to be used for the benefit of

endangered fish

22 How should other RIP parties including BuRec respond to situations in which it is
not feasible to establish a relationship between flow fish population andor habitat

23 How should the CWCB proceed with the acquisition of RIP instream flow rights
with specific reference to a the formulation of planning standards b the substance of a RIP

instream flow policy and c the process by which it should be put into effect

2



TO Guru II Participa t
FROM Robert Wigington
SUBJECT Proposed Objectivcsssues for July 20 Meeting
DATE July 10 1992

MEMORANDUM

The enclosed writeup of objectivesissues grew out of an

adhoc meeting on July 1 attended by Peter Evans Gene Jencsok
Sue Uppendahl John Hamill Bob Green George Smith and myself
and is offered for restatement and discussion at the Guru II

meeting still scheduled for July 20



PROPOSED OBJECTIVEISSUES FOR NEXT GURU II MEETING

The proposed objective of the July 20 Guru II meeting is to

address the following issues on interim flow protection and to

decide what to do about the remaining issues on the sorted list
and what role if any Guru II should continue to play or whether
this work should be assigned to a standing committee

The issues on interim flow protection grew out of the adhoc

discussion on July 1 about the idea of appropriating permanent
absolute water rights to protect the base flow needs of the

endangered fish coupled with the appropriation of conditional
water rights to cover higher peak flows whose compatibility with

the compact entitlements and whose biological basis may be less

certain Both the absolute and conditional instream water rights
would have junior priority dates The idea was that the FWS

would rely on such junior instream water rights the reoperation
of federal reservoirs and the purchase of senior water rights to

recover the fish and would not seek depletion offsets or other

water supply commitmentsfrom private project proponents in
Section 7 consultations

Junior Water Rights What are the advantages and disadvantages
of a junior water right and what level of protection does it

provide1 Even if a junior water right did not in itself offer
an acceptable level of protection does it provide an important
context for other kinds of flow protection such as the

acquisition of senior water rights or reservoirreoperations
What are the risks of a junior water right to water development
and to fish recovery and how can the risks to both be minimized
How can the risk of depletions under senior water rights be

addressed Should Section 7 consultations which rely on junior
water rights be reopened if depletions occur under senior

rights What flexibility in the reoperation of reservoirs to

benefit the endangered fish may be forgone if depletions occur

under senior water rights even if Section 7 consultations will
be reopened2 How can the reopening of Section 7 consultations
be avoided How do junior instream water rights fit into tie

overall priorities for the Recovery Program given the limited

budget

Interim Flow Protection What are the advantages and

disadvantages of appropriating a conditional water right to

provide interim flow protection What are the risks to water

development and to fish recovery and how can the risks to both

1This issue will be addressed in a separate white paper by
George Smith and Sue Uppendahl

ZThese issues will be fleshed out by Bob Green and Peter

Evans



be minimized Should Section 7 consultations which rely on

conditional instream water rights be reopened if depletions
occur before the conditional water rights are made absolute or

perfected What flexibility may be foregone in the reoperation
of reservoirs to benefit the endangered fish if depletions occur

before the conditional instream water rights are perfected even

if Section 7 consultations will be reopened2 How will it be
determined whether perfection of conditional instream water

rights will be in conflict with compact entitlements How can

the reopening of Section 7 consultations based on conditional
instream water rights be avoided Should interim flow protection
be based on an interim Section 7 policy that leaves enough room

for the amount of compact development expected to occur over the

interim period

Reconciliation of Interim Flow Protection and Compact
Entitlements Is the process outlined in section 6D of the

June 8 draft of the RIP Milestones an acceptable process for

determining what instream flows should be given interim

protection What timeframes interagency cooperation instream

reaches and seasons eg runoff months late summer winter
are appropriate for the process suggested in RIP Milestones

Upon completion of such a process what mechanisms including
junior water rights absolute and conditional and alternative

policies on Section 7 consultations with and without re

openers should be considered for putting interim flow

protection in place What risks would these mechanisms pose to

water development and to fish recovery and how can the risks to

both be minimized What flexibility for reservoir reoperation
may be achieved or forgone while such interim flow protection was

in place2
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DISCUSSION PAPER ON VALUE OF JUNIOR INSTREAM FLOW WATER RIGHTS

TO THE RECOVERY PROGRAM

Original draft by Sue Uppendahl Colorado Water Conservation Board

George Smith US Fish Wildlife Service

Edited and approved by Guru II group on July 20 1992

In efforts towards appropriating and acquiring instream flow for the Recovery
Program of the Endangered Fished of the Upper Colorado River Basin it is

apparent that there are a number of complex issues dealing with Colorado water

law the Colorado River and Upper Colorado River Basin compacts At previous
GURU II meetings the concept of interim flows was discussed as a temporary
solution to the current impasse in stream flow appropriation The Colorado Water

Conservation Board has met with staff from the Executive Directors Office
Colorado Division of Wildlife and US Fish and Wildlife Service Service

An important factor that needs to be recognized by the Recovery Program is that

the Cooperative Agreement and the Program are based on the premise that

Colorado and other Upper Basin States can ultimately develop their full compact

apportionment under the Colorado River and Upper Colorado River Basin compacts
as discussed in the Recovery Program Blue Book under Section 12 Long term

recovery of the fish must therefore be accomplished with the water that cannot

be developed by Colorado under its apportionment

As a result of a recent meeting with the Service the value of junior instream water

rights to the Recovery Program were considered The purpose of this discussion

paper is to outline the advantages and disadvantages of pursuing an appropriation
for junior instream flow water rights for the fish There are several reasons why a

junior right would be of value to the Recovery Program

1 The Recovery Program was premised on the appropriation and

acquisition of instream flow water rights through the States instream

flow statues as stated in the Book Section 413

2 A junior instream flow water right would reserve a place in the States

priority system and could become more important as other senior

conditional water rights are abandoned changed or fail to meet due

diligence requirements therefore improving its priority

3 A junior instream flow right is the first step in establishing and

protecting a natural hydrograph would help protect the pattern of

water



4 Appropriating a junior instream flow right is a vehicle for

a establishing flow needs

b achieving those needs to the degree possible with a junior
water right

c identifying needs from additional water sources including return

flow

In contrast there are some reasons why a junior instream flow right could be

considered as having only a limited value to the Recovery Program These are as

follows

1 There is uncertainty regarding the amount and frequency of water that

would be available under a junior water right under the limitation of

Colorados compact apportionment or if senior conditional rights are

developed

2 Cost and effort necessary to quantify the instream flow required
move applications through water court and obtain a decree may be

high and the value of such junior rights should be weighed prior to

any appropriation and

3 A junior instream flow right would not be able to protect existing
conditions or prevent development of existing senior conditional

rights however a junior right may be able to protect existing
conditions in the context of a change of water right proceeding

4 It may be more effective in the near term to meet flow needs through
reservoirreoperation andor water right acquisitions



Tom Pitts b Associates
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

September 18 1992

MEMO TO Water Acquisition Committee
Program

FROM Tom Pitts

Recovery Implementation

SUBJECT Concept Paper on ConditionalAbsolute Instream Flows

Pursuant to the request of the Guru II group I have

prepared a concept paper on the absolute and conditional

instream flow water rights attached This is a draft that

reflects my understanding of the concept as developed by the

group If time permits it will be discussed at the October

22 Water Acquisition Committee meeting Please be advised
however that the highest priorities for that meeting are 1
discussing milestones for sufficient progress and 2 to

develop a recommendation regarding the proposed capital
projects budget for the Recovery Program see my memo of

August 26 1992

cc Guru II Group
Lisa Carlson UCD Center

psozsan Iaatsoo6

535 North Garfield Avenue Loveland Colorado 805375548 303 6678690



DRAFT
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PROPOSAL FOR RESOLVING UNCERTAIN ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH

INSTREAM FLOW APPROPRIATIONS IN COLORADO

Under the auspices of the Recovery Programs Water Acquisition

Committee a group of Recovery Program representatives has been

meeting in facilitated sessions to attempt to identify legal

institutional and policy impediments to water acquisition Most

of the identified impediments had to do with 1 uncertainty

regarding the magnitude and location of development of Colorados

compact allocation and 2 uncertainty regarding the technical

adequacy of the Services flow recommendations to legally support

appropriation of instream flows

The group recognized that Colorados ability to develop its

compact allocation must not be precluded by protection of

instream flows for endangered fish However given the

uncertainty regarding the level of development in each river

basin the Water Conservation Board may be stifled in its attempt

to appropriate instream flows because of potential unknown

conflicts between the future level of compact development and

instream flow protection On the other hand Colorado has

committed to use its instream flow law to protect flows for

endangered fish as an integral part of the recovery of those

species

In order to resolve these conflicts the group discussed how

existing Colorado instream flow law and water law might be used

to protect flows on an interim basis The discussion evolved

into using the concepts of absolute and conditional water rights

from existing water law and applying those concepts to Colorados

instream flow law The concept developed by the group calls for

filing for absolute instream flow rights in some cases

conditional instream flow rights in other cases and a

combination of absolute and conditional instream flow rights in a

third case The criteria for each type of filing are listed

below





1 Conditional instream flow rights will be applied for if

a there is uncertainty regarding the technical merits of

the flow recommendation or

b there is significant uncertainty regarding the impact of

the flow recommendation on Colorados ability to develop its

future compact allotment

2 Absolute rights for instream flows would be applied for if

a issues regarding the technical adequacy of the flow

recommendation have been resolved and

b it is certain that appropriation of the instream flow

would not interfere with Colorados ability to develop its

compact allotment in the future

3 A combination of absolute and conditional rights could be

applied for if

a the absolute portion of the right would not interfere

with Colorados ability to develop its compact

allotment

b issues regarding the technical adequacy of the f low

recommendation have been resolved to the point of

supporting appropriation of a part of the recommended

flow and

c the conditional portion of the right reflects the

uncertainty regarding the proposed flow recommendation

with respect to either technical adequacy or impeding

Colorados ability to meet its compact requirements

2



The characteristics of such an approach are

1 Absolute rights could be appropriated by the Board at levels

less than the flow recommendations This would contribute to

accomplishing progress under the Recovery Program and would be

considered by the Service in making sufficient progress

determinations

2 If the Board decided that the flow recommendations were

inadequate any uncertainty could be resolved by appropriating a

conditional instream flow right If it appeared that a flow

recommendation might impede Colorados ability to develop its

compact allotment then the Board would appropriate a conditional

instream flow until such uncertainty was resolved

3 As a conditional water right holder the Board would be

subject to diligence requirements under Colorado water law The

conditional rights would be subject to diligence proceedings in

the water Court every six years The Recovery Program would have

to proceed with studies to demonstrate that the conditional right

was adequate or reduce it to the point where it was acceptable

to the Board for making an absolute filing

The Attorney Generals office is conducting a review of this

proposal to determine if it is legal under existing state

instream flow law Such an analysis should be available within a

few months

The concept has not yet gone to the Water Conservation Board for

discussion as it needs additional discussion with the Recovery

Program It will be probably several months before it emerges as

a specific proposal to the Board for their consideration

usuea80
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pEPARTMENT OF

NATURAL RESOURCES

Acquisition and Appropriation of

Water Rights to Protect Instream flows

for the

Colorado River Endangered Fishes

May 20 1991

Purpose

Acquisition of water rights to protect the instream flow needs of the endangered
fishes is a major element of the Recovery Implementation Program for Endangered
Fish Species in the Upper Colorado River Basin Recovery Program To
illustrate the importance ofthis recovery element over 50 percent of the

RecovQry Prnarama 60 million budget is directed towards water acquisition and

instream flow protection In addition under the Recovery Program acquisition
anicappropriation of water rights and protection of instream flows is regarded
by the Service as a prerequisite to the issuance of favorable biological opinions
on water depletion projects in the Upper Basin

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the major technical legal and

institutional issues that are frustrating the timely and effective acquisition
andor appropriation of water rights for the endangered Colorado River Fishes

under the Recovery Program Recommendations are provided to address identified

issues whenever possible

Background and Status

Sections 411 414 of the Recovery Program outlines a fourstep process for

the acquisition and protection of water rights in the Upper Colorado River Basin

1 priority areas for acquisition of water rights are defined

2 the instream flows necessary for recovery of the four endangered
fishes are defined by the Service

3 alternative sources of water to meet the instream flow requirements of

endangered fishes are evaluated and

4 the best alternatives are implemented in a manner that is consistent

with State water law and interstate compacts

Following is a discussion of the progress in each of these areas since the

Recovery Program was implemented in January 1988

1 Priority areas for acquisition of water rights In March 1988 priority
areas were identified for investigating acquisition of water rights in the

Upper Colorado River Basin Three areas we entifie and priori ize in

t



e1owia n r 1 4Q miles of the Yampa River 2 a

1 lorado River immedatel above the confluence of the

s r eferred to as the 15mile reach and 3 the lower

i o he to River The principal focus of water rights acquisition
activities has been on the top two priority areas the Yampa River and the

15mile reach Work on the White River has been deferred until studies are

completed to determine the instreamflow requirementsoftheendangered
fishes in the White River

The Green River and the Colorado River immediately downstream of the 15

mile reach have also been identified as critical habitat for the fishes

j It is anticipated that the flow needs of the fish in these areas can be

provided through refinement in the Bureau of Reclamations reclamation

operation of Flaming Gorge Reservoir and Blue Mesa Reservoir

Consequently acquisition of water rights in these areas is considered to

be a lower priority at this time

2 Instream flow determinations Service efforts to define the instream flow

needs of the fishes have focused on the Yampa River and the 15mile reach

A report prepared for the 15mile reach provides instream flow

recommendations for the months of Jul Au ust and September a critical

low flow period in the i5mile reaciThese recommenations have been

accepted by the Colorado Water Conservation Board CWCB as technically
sufficient for the acquisition andor appropriation of water rights Flow
recommendations for the remainder of the year OctoberJul have recently
been finalized by the Service but CWCB staff have indicated these

recommen a i y su ficient for acquisition or
appropriation of water rights due to the fact that the flow recommendations

arebdon emplrica ata and professional judgement The Board has not

taken a firm position on these flow recommendations but has indicated that

they may need to move forward on them with the understanding that the

Service continues to refine their methodologies for developing
recommendations of this type

The habitat requirements and stream flow needs of the endangered fishes in

the Yampa River were finalized by the Service in two reports issued in

July 1989 and November 1989 These reports recommended maintenance of

the Yampa Rivers existing natural flow regime which is characterized by

highpeaksprinrunoff and low stableflows for the remainder of the year

The CWCB has determined that these recommendations are technics y

ficient o acquire but not appropriate water rightsInatlfit e

Services work p an or re fining these recommendations as een a ermine

to be ins equate by the CWCB and of er wa a eres s involved in e

Recover m onsequen y studies to refine t e Yampa River flow

recommendations have been put on hold indefinitely

As tated above the Services instream flow recommen ations and

methodologies have been a major point of controversy within the ro r

prmari wit the CWCB staff andwater development interes s There is

general agreement that a senior scientist should be hired toconduct an

independent review of the Services flow recommendations and methodologies
This review is scheduled to be completed in March 1992



e i c o Alternative Sources of Water Some 31 different water

i t s ces of water have been evaluated overtieTas ree years
P IX I To date on y one of these alternatives Ruedi Reservoir

has been implemented 21 are inactive or dead and 9 are currently active

and being evaluated A number of technical studies are being conducted to

support several of the water rights acquisition activities in the Yampa

River and the 15mile reach including

a a study by the Bureau of Reclamation to evaluate a variety of

alternatives for providing instream flows in the 15mile reach final

report due May 1991

b a study by the Wyoming Water Development Commission to evaluate the

yield and value of several conditional water rights on the Little

Snake River a tributary to the Yampa River study completed in

October 1990 and

4

c a two year study to evaluate the feasibility of transferring a portion

of the Colorado River Water Conservation Districts the River

District conditional water rights for the JuniperCross Mountain

Project to a small reservoir that would be located outside the

occupied endangered fish habitat The development of this reservoir

could clear the way for acquisition of the remainder of the River

Districts water rights on the lower Yampa River

d a study by the CWCB to determine how much water is legally and

physically available for appropriation in the 15mile reach during

July August and September scheduled completion date Dec 1991

e a study by the CWCB to determine how much water is legally and

physically available for appropriation in the Yampa River scheduled

completion date August 1991

Implementation of Flow Needs The Recovery Program relies upon the State

instream flow program administered by the CWCB and Colorado water law to

provide for the legal protection of instream flows Water rights would be

either acquired by the Service and transferred to the State for

administration pursuant to State water law or new junior water rights

would be appropriated by the CWCB in a manner consistent with their

procedures and State law To date the only instream flows implemented
under the Recovery Program has been the deliveryard protection o 6f

gCrafiratcr ctnrori inReseryeirfFrelead tO tFa 1iml lA

reach of the Colorado River

Issues and Concerns

l

The acquisition of water rights for the endangered fishes has been frustrated by
a variety of to ian3a1tsveeseissueslve put

amper on a enthusiasm or water acquisition and threatens to undermine the

Recovery Program The problems facing the fish and the conflict between water

development and Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act will only intensify if

water can not be acquired and appropriated in an efficient and timely manner



Failure to esolep a es 1 result ultimately in the collapse of the

Recoveramt

mr issues frustrating water acquisition activities and

utions follows

ekcal Issues Concerns and Recommendations

The technical issues that have slowed the process of acquiring and appropriating
instream flow water rights fall into ur general categories issues dealing with

water resourceplanning with respect to the States compact enttlemrtt

biological needs and iristreamr y ro ogleissuesand

tee i ca 1 i ssues re 1 at i ng to the acquisition of water ri ghts and the subsequent

leg processes the change of use of acquired water rights to instream flow

uses The solutions to most of these problems are to simply let the experts do

their jobs let water resource planners solve the planning problems have

biologists and instream flow experts solve the biological problems and have

hydrologists provide the hydrological solutions The fourth category of

technical issue is truly an interdisciplinary problem a successful water court

experience requires an integrated and coordinated team of experts Specifically
the more apparent technical issues are as follows

f f The State of Colorado Does Not Have a Plan forCoactDeliyeries One of

J the fundamental pretexts to the recovery of the endangered fish is that it

be accomplished in a manner that does not disrupt State water rights

systems interstate compacts and court decrees that allocate rights to use

Colorado River water among the States Thcoupled with the fact that

instream flow appropriations are prohibited from depriving the people of

tFie StateofoToadofrom wa er avaiTabTpursuant to intersaecompaces

p isie wi p ava7 a ream o o 1

the recover the fish The question then becomes How much water from each

major tributary of the Colorado River needs to be delivered for compact

purposes With the exception of the Yampa River from which Colorado must

deliver an average of 500000 acrefeet annually the amount of water to bJ
delivered from each basin is undetermined

Doesnt it seem a little odd that the water development interests keep

insisting that the biologists tell them exactly what the fish need when

they have not asked the same of their constituency

Example See institutional issue number 1 below

Recommendations

This particular issue creeps into many of the other problems currently
facing the Recovery Program The most obvious is the whole issue of water

availability studies more completely discussed below the State of

Colorado needs to do some basic water resource planning ie a basinby
basin a ca ion o e e iveries require y mpact a water

availability ques ion en ecomes moot urren y a wa a availability
issue and how it relates the compact is a moving target

2 Biological anristream Flow Methodologies Dont Meet the Minimum Standards

Set by the CWCBf The biologicalinstream flow issues are 1the CWCB



C
i

es tly have definitive c iteria far what constitutes a

e n e CW s obec ions are ased on the

t e o not ike the recommendati ns the answer so they cast

our methods and science 3 the CWCB tandards need to be

t preted morebroadly as the amount necessary to recover the fishes and

aintain self sustainingopuTaions rather he inimum amount needed

for surviva a service needs a more consistent basinwide approach
fir developing flow recommendations there is a perceived inconsistency
among the approaches used in the Colorado River and the Yampa River and

5 the CWCB staff has repeatedly asked the Service to be able to tell them

how the population might respond if they do not appropriate the full amount

recommended

Example The CWCBs approach has been inconsistent When reviewing the

May 1989 15mile reach report the CWCB staff expressed their concerns over

the use of models for flow recommendations In direct response to that

concern see letter from CWCB dated copy attached as

well as the technical problems outlined in Appendix I of the April 1991

15mile reach report the Service took a more analytical empirical
approach on flow recommendations for the 15mile reach Now the CWCB staff

has expressed their concern over the use of such methods ie the use of

professional biologic judgement empirical data and various analytical
methods

Example After being asked repeatedly to do so the CWCB has failed to

provi ethe researchers with concrete criteria for adequate7rrstream fi6w

recommendatitas The presentations to the Board have been deficient i n

that the Board does not understand the rationale for the Services approach
and that every instream flow water right that the CWCB currently holds

approximately 1100 decrees has in its core a measure of professional
judgement this goes for the flow recommendations as well as the criteria

upon which each flow recommendation is based The CWCB staff is

speculating on what they perceive to be adequate for the CWCB to make their

statutory findings and for the water court to award a decree The fact of

the matter is that neither the CWCBs current methodology nor the criteria

used to develop flow recommendations have ever been tested in water court

The CWCB staff therefore does not have an experiential basis for their

speculation

Example The focus of the instream flow appropriations for endangered
fishes must be on the reasonableness standard not the minimum standard

In routine instream flow cases we have the luxury to focus on the minimum

flow if we make a mistake we can call the hatchery and restock the

stream In the case of endangered species reasonableness MUST equate to

nothing short of full and complete covery Thecon t of the

reasonablenessMstandard being moving tar t is not a new ons for the

CWCBs Instream Flow Program ireare severa recent examples to

itusl trate this point 1 Based on physical habitat modeling AND the

professional judgement of the COOWs Instream Flow Coordinator the flow

recommendation for the Blue River below Dillon Reservoir was for optimum
flows This was a resource decision based on the quality of the fishery
professional judgement and the special designation by the Colorado
Wildlife Commission of the Blue River as a Gold Medal Water Where the

CWCBs water availability studies supported these flow recommendations



filings e m t the optimum level although these filings were quite
controve 1 re not opposed in water court 2 A similar line of
1 a d on Colorado River cutthroat streams in Grand County

@roR er cutthroat have been designated a Species of Special
o he CDOW the CDOWs Instream Flow Coordinator recommended

t approached optimum based on his professional judgement that a

standard of reasonableness applied to these situations

4fxample The CWCB staff and the water users representative to the

Recovery Program have repeatedly expressed their desire for a single
basinwide methodology for recommending instream flows The Services
researchers need to do a better job in addressing this concern Many of

the instream flaw experts involved in the process have stated that there is

not currently one single perfect methodology Perhaps we need to put pen
to paper and answer this recurring issue

Example As in the above example both the CWCB and the water users

representative have requested that the Service be able to tell them

definitively what would happen in terms of population response if the CWCB

appropriates an amount of water less than that recommended by the Service
The Service and the CDOW has repeatedly told them that the stateoftheart
is Quite simply not there yet We have tried to impress upon them that
links from IFIM or PHABSIM to population dynamics spawning success

recruitment juvenile mortality predation adult mortality etc have not
been established for fish species for which a substantial knowledge base
existsie trout let alone endangered species Given the complexity of

this problem chances are slim that we will ever have a predictive mode of

ttLis tyfor7r ecies Perhaps a litera ure review and report
illustrating the i icu y o this problem might put an end to it once and
for all

Recommendations

3 The CWCB has not developed criteria for water availability studies This
point ke s coming u as being an obstacle however in practice it is not
a problem Since 1981 the CWCB staff has been required by statute to
determine that water is available for appropriation before an instream flow
water right may be filed It seems that it would be legally risky to

establish a different standard for water availability for the purposes of
the Recovery Program than that which the CWCB has operated on since 1981
The specific issue is How should conditional water rights be viewed in
water availability studies on the mainstem Colorado ever

Example The CWCB staff has essentially ignored conditional water rights
in their water availability analyses Unless a specific water right is



etn if

cs
owner the CWCB takes the risk that some portion of the

rte pGvfi i cut 1 water rights will in time be perfected In some cases a

tsc Isubordination to a senior water right is sought by a water user
f

hEC CB has often times included such a term in their decree even though
f tre water user is protected by the priority system

r

Recommendations
The CWCB staff does not need criteria for water availability studies They
have already been adopted by practice standard engineering and hydrologic
practices as well as the procedures for the CWCBs program

Legal Issues Concerns and Recommendations

The legal issues facing the process are 1 Is the conversion of conditional
water rights to instream flowleal in Colorado 2 Colorado water law doesF

F

not encourage wa er conservation 3 Delivering water to the state line is
opposed by many in the water development community and 4 Some interpretations
of reservoir decrees Green Mountain Reservoir and Blue Mesa Reservoir do not
lend themselves to releases for instream uses

1 The conversion of conditional water rights to instream flows has become a
very controversial subiect Over the last 18 months there has been
considerable discussion of this issue The CWCB has adopted an interim
policy upon which they are operating until such time that formal rules and
regulations are approved The policy is basically a casebycase analysis
of each water right taking into account the impact on present and future
water development alternatives The practice of converting conditional
water rights to a different use is not new to Colorado water law it
operates under a legally tested theory referred to as contemplated draft

Example The CWCB is currently involved in a process with The Nature

Conservancy TNC where a donation of a 300 cfs conditional water right for
the Black Canyon of the Gunnison Avery involved process was built into
the contract between the Board and TNC regarding the terms of acceptance
protection water rights subordinations and water availability This
process will undoubtedly be the model by which future water right donations
will proceed

Recommendations
Watch this process very closely

2 Current Colorado water law does not encourage water conservation in fact
it maY be a disincentive The efficiency of many types of water use is

poor at best Modern technologies for irrigation offer an opportunity for
water use in Colorado to be more efficient The problem is that the system
does not encourage efficiency in that a water rights value lies in its
consumptive use There is a perception that an increased efficiency will
subtract from a water rights dollar value Even though Colorado has
statutes which prohibit the waste of water these statutes are

controversial and very difficult to prove or enforce

Examples None needed



aterbnservation law similar to that in Oregon where if

proved then 25X of the water saved goes to instream flow
sial approach is perhaps the salvaged water right concept

introduced in recent sessions of the Colorado legislature

The notion of delivering water to the state line has historically been
viewed as undesirable This issue relates to the issues brought up in the
discussion of the Colorado River Compact basic water resource planning
needs both discussed above and the Colorado Water Export Law The water
export law is administered by the State Engineer and may come into play in
the unlikely event that an instream flow to the state line exceeds the
delivery requirements of the compact

Example None needed

Recommendations
None

Institutional Issues Concerns and Recommendations

Many of the issues frustrating the acquisition of water rights for the endangered
fishes go beyond technical and involve a variety of institutional issues such as

lack of trust between parties the way that laws and policies are interpreted
and personal biases and philosophies In fact many of the supposed legal and
technical issues described above are institutional issues in disguiseie if
people do not want to acquire water rights for endangered fishes it is easy to
manufacture legal technical or procedural roadblocks The major institutional
issues include

1 There is a lack of commitment to provide flows for the endangered fishes
There seems to be a prevailing attitude in the water community that
providing flows for endangered fish does not constitute a beneficial use
of water or at least a use that is of a lower priority than traditional
beneficial uses There is also a fear that since the endangered fishes
occur near the State line that water that is acquired or appropriated for
the endangered fishes is wasted not available to meet other higher
priority beneficial uses and many interfere with the development of the
States full compact entitlement This fear is compounded by the fact
that Services flow recommendations call for the protection of large
quantities of water that approach historic conditions

Example Bill McDonald has indicated that the State would be reluctant to
appropriate any water rights for the endangered fish until the Service
quantifies the flow requirements of he fish in all the upper basin rivers
and the State evaluates how meeting those flow recommendations relates
development of the States Compact entitlement This process could take
decades In the meantime the water development community resists basic
basinbybasin water resource for compact deliveries

Example The Statehasbeen Lery reluctant to file for an instream flow
right on thainaColora o ever a wou in upstream

waLrinLS xamp es include the new appropriation for the 1
m11e reach which wi 11 only file on return flows from the Grand Val ley



system the delivery of water from Ruedi Reservoir to the 15mile reach
and the Boards position that the Services Yampa River flow

recommendations are not acceptable for appropriation of water

U

2 The CWCB is reactive ra than roactive accountability is lacKing and

deadlines are fre 1missed Even though the CWCB has the statutory

responsibility instream flows in Colorado they have shown

little initiaivB le g the effort to protect the instream flows for

the endedff her they have typically relied on others to

develop sqlsapsand innovative approaches and generally react to

9 stia sf r rious participants in Water Acquisition Committee

D e on8nments are frequent 1 y missed review times are protractedyam
ertnwe tended to accommodate the CWCB and clear decisions are seldom

R

Y

y1
yp

liahejL a timely manner

Example In August 1989 the Service Galen Buterbaughj formally requested
the CWCB to conduct a water availability study for the 15mile reach The
State is required to conduct a water availability study before filing for

an instream water right The Service proposed that the Reclamation

conduct the study but the CWCB indicated they wanted to do the study

themselves After yearandahalf of continuous encouragement from the

Service and the Water Acquisition Committee the CWCB has yet to produce a

work plan for conducting the water availability study

Example The water availability study referenced above is very limited in

scope in that is only addresses the months of July August and September
The CWCB staff has resisted expanding the scope of this study to address

the entire hydrologic year Most hydrologists agree that most of the

information needed to conduct such a study has already been produced by
other entities and it is just a matter of pulling it all together

3 The CWCB does not utilize the best available technical experts to assess

thebiological merits of the Services flow recommendations Rather than

rely on experts in the Division of Wildlife the Fish and Wildlife Service

other competent native fish biologists the CWCB generally conducts

their own technical review of the Services instream flow reports The

CWCB simply does not have the technical expertise available to

independently assess the biological merits of the Services flow

recommendations

Example

U



4 Asreferenced above the Yampa River efforts have been put on hold

indefinitely by the CWCB and the water users representatives in the

Recovery Program Valuable
dormant The issues invosi
Services work plan di4e

Example None ded
4
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is being lost by letting this issue remain

thodologies flow recommendations and the

need to be addressed at some level

c v
i

r

Recommendations Recommendations in this area are particularly
problematic Political and institutional problems by their nature are

difficult to solve particularly when the problems are complex and the

groups involved are diverse in their interests and agendas This is

certainly the case here
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MEMORANDUM

TO Members CWCB

FROM E I Jencsok

DATE February 21 1992

SUBJECT Agenda Item March 56 1992 Board Meeting Ongoing Recovery
Implementation Program Activities Associated with the 15 Mile Reach of the

Colorado River

BACKGROUND

There have been a number of Board Agenda Items associated with flow recommendations
and the 15 Mile Reach over the past two years The purpose of this memorandum is to update
the Board of the ongoing activities in addition to seek approval on some action items on the 15
Mile Reach As you are aware from previous Board Memoranda a Cooperative Agreement was

signed in January 1988 which established the Recovery Implementation Program for

Endangered Fish Species in the Upper Colorado River Basin Recovery Program

The purpose of the Recovery Program is to recover the Colorado squawfish humpback
chub bonytail chub and razorback sucker while allowing the States to develop water under their

compact allocations The five main elements aimed at recovery of these fish include habitat

management through the provision of instream flows which would provide long term protection
of habitat The Recovery Program provides that the acquisition and appropriation of water rights
will be consistent with all state laws In Colorado instream flow water rights must be acquired
or appropriated pursuant to the State instream flow statutes CRS 37921023

The following process for determining habitat flow needs and implementation of such
measures in Colorado was identified in the Recovery Program Blue Book

1 The US Fish and Wildlife Service Service will identify sensitive reaches

requiring instream flows

2 The Service will conduct flow quantification studies and provide instream flow

recommendation to the Colorado Water Conservation Board Board for review
approval and implementation



3 If the flow recommendations are approved the Board will implement measures to

acquire or appropriate instream flows

SUMMARY OF EXISTING FLOW RECOMMENDATIONS

Under this process three different sets of flow recommendations have been developed by
the Service two on the Colorado River and one on the Yampa River Board staff reviewed each
of these to determine whether or not they met the requirements of the States instream flow
statutes All of these recommendations have previously been presented to the Board either for

approval or as informational items Currently the status of each of these flow recommendations
is as follows

The 15 Mile ReachJulyAugustSeptember The Services flow recommendations of 7001200
cfs for July through September on the 15 Mile Reach of the Colorado River approximately from
Palisade to Grand Junction were finalized in April 1989 and presented at the January 1819
1990 Board Meeting The methodologies used in making this determination were use of an

analytical model PHABSIM empirical data and professional judgement Following review of
these recommendations the Board concluded that the methodologies were adequate in making
an instream flow appropriation in some amount and directed the staff to conduct a water

availability study for the 15 Mile Reach as the hydrologic analysis was not sufficiently detailed
to meet the Boards statutory requirements for determination of water availability

A water availability study was conducted by the Board staff in 1991 to determine the
amount of water physically and legally available for appropriation by the Board Results from
this study suggested that 581 cfs was available for appropriation during these months A

Preliminary Notice was sent out publicly for review and to date no comments have been
received The Final Notice was presented earlier today

On a related issue the Service has recently requested that the Board staff recommend an

dditional appropriation of an estimated 150300 cfs from irrigation return flows in the Grand

alley as instream flows These flows were not included in the original 581 cfs appropriation
as supporting data was not available The Service has provided these data as Attachment 1

The 15 Mile Reach October through June Flow recommendations for the period October

through June were finalized by the Service in April 1991 and a preliminary staff review was

presented to the Board at its November 1415 1991 meeting The Service believes that flow
regimes in the Upper Colorado River Basin are important in shaping the channel morphology and
substrate type which in turn determine the quantity and quality of various endangered fish habitat

types They recognize that the 15 Mile Reach will continue to be a highly regulated portion of
the Colorado River and believe that planned manipulations of flows could be used to benefit the
four species

The Service derived the limitations in using PHABSIM for development of flow
recommendations during these months was too great and that estimation of optimal flows for the
winter and spring would be better derived using available T relationships rather than model



simulation Resultant average monthly flow recommendations are presented in Table 1 he
main objective of these flows is to provide peak spring flows of23500 cfs or greater for channel

maintenance and habitat preservation

The Board staff continues to evaluate these flow recommendations as discussed below
It is anticipated that the staff will provide recommendations to the Board on the October through
June flow recommendations at its May 1992 meeting

Yampa River Flow Recommendations The Service presented interim flow recommendations for
the Yampa River in November 1989 They concluded that because the Yampa River exhibits
the most abundant and healthy endangered fish populations the maintenance of the historical
flow regime is critical to their survival and recovery Service biologists therefore recommended
that no additional water should be depleted from the Yampa River during April through July and
that flow recommendations be set at the 50 exceedance level of environmental baseline flows
which would allow only a modest amount of water development The Service developed these
flow recommendations using empirical data as they believed PHABSIM had significant
limitations in providing adequate scenarios for habitat maintenance

Following staff review of this study the Board concluded at its January 1819 1990

meeting that the flow recommendations for the Yampa River were not sufficiently detailed and
that further studies should be conducted for further refinement The Board agreed to use the
interim recommendations on a case by case basis for water rights acquisition if the proposed
acquisitions were less than the interim flows

ISSUES CONCERNS BY BOARD STAFF

Following evaluation of the above flow recommendations for the October through June

period on the 15 Mile Reach the Board staff is concerned about the flow recommendations being
based on the following assumptions by the Service

Dependency on high spring flows for maintenance of channel

morphologysediments complex channel configurations

benefits to native fishes from high spring flows and

reduction of nonnative populations from high spring flows

In the final report there is a lack of data to support the Services professional judgement
in developing these recommendations In addition the statistical analyses and methods used to

support high flows benefiting native species by providing important habitat and controlling non

native species are not sufficient to establish and cause and effect relationship As a result
additional studies are being pursued by the Board staff and the Colorado River Water
Conservation District River District to better understand these concerns and identify solutions
to make the flow recommendations acceptable to the Board These studies are discussed below
in more detail



ONGOING STUDIES

Sedimentrelated Studies Because of the lack of quantitative data on velocities magnitudes of
flow and length of high flows recommended by the Service the River District retained Resource

Consultants and Engineers Inc RCE to review the sedimentrelated portions of the Services

report Results from RCEs evaluation will be incorporated into the Board staffs Board

Memorandum in May 1992 Additionally the Service and the River District are also planning
an Interdisciplinary Habitat Evaluation Study for the 15 and 18 Mile Reaches to study habitats
and sedimentrelated issues

Statistical Analysis As the Board staff believes the statistical data in the Services report is not

sufficient to establish a cause and effect relationship to support the need for high flows the
Board in conjunction with the River District has recently contracted a statistician Dr Hari Iyer
of Colorado State University to review the Services report with respect to the statistical methods
and analyses used Results from Dr Iyers final review will be incorporated into the May 1992
Board Memorandum regarding the 15 Mile Reach

Evaluation of Flow Methodolo ies by Guru I Following direction from the Board at the
March 2122 1991 meeting staff has participated in the Recovery Programs Instream Flow

Subcommittee which is currently in the process of selecting a senior scientist to review the
Services methodologies used in developing the various flow recommendations for the Colorado
and Yampa rivers It is anticipated that this study will be completed in May 1993 Conclusions
and recommendations developed by the senior scientist will be used in further refinement of the
Services existing flow recommendations and methodologies

Verification Studies by the Service The Service is currently conducting verification studies on

the 15 Mile Reach to help substantiate its flow recommendations for the October through June

period Additional data collected by this study will be added to the final report as an addendum
and incorporated in the May Board presentation if available

Gene Pls add any info regarding schedules etc you have on this

Water Availability Study for the 15 Mile Reach A Water Availability Study was conducted by
the Board staff and presented to the Board at its September 1920 1992 meeting Results were

that there was 581 cfs available for appropriation during the July through September period A

Preliminary Notice has been sent out and the Final Notice is being presented today for Board

approval

Gene Pls add any info you feel should be included

Review of Compact Allocations

Gene Needs input from you



CONCLUSIONS

C

The Boazd staff is continuing to review the Services flow recommendations for the 15
Mile Reach during the October through June periodand plans to make a presentation before the
Board at theMay 1992 meeting Pertinent information will be compiled from the above studies
and incorporatedintp the Memorandum as well as decisions made at anticipated meetings with
the Division and Service prior to that time The staff will likely recommend that some action
be taken regarding the Services flow recommendations for October through June at the May
1992 meeting

szu 15mrmem


